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SUMMARY
One of the most fundamental abilities of the human perception system is to seamlessly
sense the changing 3D worlds from our ego-centric visual observations. Driven by the
modern applications of robotics, autonomous driving, and mixed reality, machine percep-
tion requires a precise dense representation of 3D motion with low latency. In this thesis,
we focus on the task of estimating absolute 3D motions in the world coordinate in uncon-
strained environments observed from ego-centric visual information only. The goal is to
achieve a fast algorithm that can produce an accurate representation of the densely rich 3D
motions.
To achieve this goal, I propose to investigate the problem from four perspectives with
the following contributions.
1) Present a fast and accurate continuous optimization approach that solves the scene
motions as fixed-a-priori planar segments.
2) Present a learning-based approach that recovers the dense scene flow from ego-
centric motion and optical flow, decomposed by a novel data-driven rigidity prediction.
3) Present a modern synthesis of the classic inverse compositional method for 3D rigid
motion estimation using dense image alignment.
4) Present a two-view monocular scene flow approach that recovers depth, camera mo-





We live in a three-dimensional (3D), fully dynamic world every day. The human perception
system has the amazing abilities to sense the seamlessly changing 3D world through our
embodied visual observations of the real world from only egocentric views. These abilities
are crucial to build more autonomous robots or create more intelligent devices that can
augment human capabilities. Autonomous robots need to walk, drive, fly, and interact with
our real-world complex changing scenes. We require our future mixture reality devices
to understand the human-level sensing of the world and behavior understanding of people
around us. To empower our machines to achieve these abilities, one central question in
perception is how we can represent the 3D changing world precisely and efficiently?
One solution is to represent the dynamic world as a time-varying dense continuous 3D
motion field, termed as scene flow [1]. There are decades of researches in exploiting scene
flow as a meaningful motion representation to analyze digital videos [2, 3] or as dense
temporal correspondences to reconstruct the 3D world [4, 5, 6]. Several previous work
applied scene flow to outdoor autonomous vechicles [7, 8, 9, 10] or indoor manipulation
robot [11], which demonstrated scene flow can benefit the holistic scene understanding
capabilities of the autonomous agent.
Computing scene flow from a moving camera subsumes several well-established com-
puter vision problems. Vedula et al. [1] first introduce the term scene flow as optical flow
in the 3D space. When projecting scene flow into the ego-centric views, the projected 2D
vectors are optical flow. When depth is not known, estimating geometry involves stereo
estimation from calibrated binocular pairs or temporal monocular views. In the rigidly
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moving dynamic scenes, the 3D structure of scenes can be computed from a video se-
quence (up to scale) is a variant of the structure-from-motion (SFM), if the extrinsics of
the camera are calibrated. The camera motion or object motion can be recovered using the
epipolar geometry if one of them is known. Accurately localizing the cameras in a dynamic
scene is part of the SFM task and also widely known as Visual Simultaneous Localization
and Mapping (Visual SLAM).
The close connection of scene flow to its sub-problems in stereo, optical flow, motion
segmentation and SFM have inspired many methods [12, 13, 14, 15, 16] to jointly opti-
mizing the sub-tasks holistically for an accurate solution. While these methods achieved a
significant progress in the accuracy of scene flow, benchmarked by the KITTI scene flow
dataset [13], the scene flow remains as a pre-mature vision problem. The existing solution
has not been as widely used as its sub-tasks in stereo, optical flow, SFM or SLAM in the
real-world applications.
This thesis argues for importance to explore fast, dense and accurate scene flow ap-
proahes. Being dense and fast are essential properties to enable scene flow as a necessary
and reliable representation to understand the dynamic scenes as human beings.
The Importance of Dense Representation: Many applications of scene flow require a
dense representation, a measurement per pixel. Different from the classical SFM problem
which focuses on reconstructing the 3D static scenes from the background region of the
images, the scene motions about moving objects that have fewer measurements both per
frame and over-time. To precisely and sufficiently represent such motions, it naturally
requires the representation is dense to the limit in measurement quality.
Importance of Online Speed: In the modern applications of autonomous robots or mixed
reality, the problem must be continuously solved on-line in real-time. It relates acutely to
the challenges in human perception. Low-latency inference is an essential requirement to
provide perception inputs for the agent to react and replan its high-level decision objec-
tive. In the modern computer vision application where the video input can stream as high
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as 120Hz, a fast algorithm can more effectively leverage the sensing measurements which
potentially reduce the difficulty in data association. However, existing optimization based
scene flow algorithm often requires orders of magnitude more time in computation. Fast,
accurate estimation of dense scene flow remains as an open problem with numerous chal-
lenges. The subtasks of the 3D scene motions in 2D are challenging problems in their own
right. Reasoning about the 3D scene must still cope with a similar aperture problem as op-
tical flow caused by motion ambiguity or textureless region in correspondence searching.
Solving the scene flow in the absolute world coordinate, in addition, requires to address the
ambiguities of scene motions and camera motion. From the views of an ego-centric moving
robot or device, the ego-motion and object motions are naturally entangled in our obser-
vation. Classical approaches solve scene flow as an energy optimization from bottom-up
spatiotemporal correlations in pixels e.g. total-variation[17], which are not able to provide
accurate estimation tackling the aforementioned challenges. The recent approaches using
holistic reasoning of its subtasks [15, 14] demonstrate a potential path to address these
challenges using joint optimization, which, however, significantly sacrifices the inference
speed for accuracy.
The recent significant progress in the data-driven approaches provides new opportu-
nities towards solving scene flow more accurately and efficiently. The surge of learning
approaches also come with new challenges in generalization. In this thesis, we will present
an in-depth synthesis of classical optimization and deep learning to explore the potential
directions to achieve fast, accurate, dense scene flow.
1.2 Thesis Contributions and Outline
The goal of this thesis to achieve fast, accurate and dense 3D motion estimations, which
requires us rethinking both the motion representation as well as the algorithm. We focus
on solving 3D dense motion field in entirely unconstrained environments from only limited
views of ego-centric images. Through the entire thesis, we assume the camera intrinsics
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are calibrated and known. The observations are from an ego-centric free moving camera.
Our objective is to simultaneously recover camera ego-motion, the dense scene motion as
well as the depth if the geometry is unknown.
The thesis will start from a brief historical review of the scene flow algorithm in Chap-
ter 2. In each of our proposed work, we will take a deeper look at the most relevant work
and discuss our connection and contribution to the overall progress in the community. In
Chapter 3, we will briefly discuss the 3D geometry and optimization fundamentals.
We propose to explore an efficient and accurate scene flow algorithm from a joint per-
spective of least-square optimization and learning. Specifically, we present four approaches
to tackle the problem and make the following contributions from Chapter 4 to Chapter 7.
Chapter 4 Efficient Continuous Least-square Optimization of Planar Scene Flow: We
first propose a continuous least-square optimization method for solving dense 3D scene
flow problems. As in recent work [15], we represent the dynamic 3D scene as a collection
of rigidly moving planar segments. Rather than solving it using as a discrete-continuous
optimization problem in existing work which leads to slow inference, we propose a purely
continuous least-square formulation which can be solved more efficiently. Using a fine
superpixel segmentation that is fixed a-priori, we present a factor graph formulation that
decomposes the problem into photometric, geometric, and smoothing constraints. We find
that with a high-quality correspondences [18], we can solve the nonlinear objective using
the least-square method efficiently.
Chapter 5 Learning Point-based Scene Flow: The recent success using a data-driven
approach to learn the estimation of 2D optical flow [19] is a promising direction to address
scene flow efficiently using data. To recover scene flow from the 2D flow, we find the
main challenge is the disambiguation of the camera motion from scene motion, which
becomes more difficult as the amount of rigidity observed decreases. We propose to learn
the rigidity of a scene in a supervised manner from an extensive collection of dynamic
scene data, and directly infer a rigidity mask from two sequential images with depths. With
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the learned rigidity network, we demonstrate we can estimate camera motion and projected
scene flow using computed 2D optical flow and the inferred rigidity mask. For training and
testing the rigidity network, we also provide a new semi-synthetic dynamic scene dataset
(synthetic foreground objects with a real background). Our evaluation shows the proposed
framework not only can outperform existing state-of-the-art scene flow estimation methods
in challenging dynamic scenes in accuracy but also shows a promising direction to achieve
real-time performance.
Chapter 6 Learning Instance Scene Flow with Unrolled Optimization: As an alterna-
tive to point-based scene flow, we propose to view scene flow estimation as a rigid instance
motion alignment problem. In this work, we provide a modern synthesis of the classic in-
verse compositional algorithm for dense image alignment. We unroll a robust version of
the inverse compositional algorithm and replace multiple components of this algorithm us-
ing more expressive models whose parameters we train in an end-to-end fashion from data.
The proposed method can cope with challenging scenarios with noisy measurements and
heavy occlusions. Moreover, it demonstrates a promising direction to seamlessly integrate
learning into optimization, which can lead to a more robust, accurate optimization method
with faster inference and also less prone to overfitting.
Chapter 7 Learning to Recover Monocular Instance Scene Flow: Inspired by the recent
success in single-view depth estimation, we further study the scene flow observed from
only two monocular consecutive views. Different from the existing work that learns scene
flow as a composition of single-view image to depth regression and two-view images to
optical flow, we propose to leverage motion-parallax and jointly estimate monocular scene
flow using least-square optimization. Specifically, we propose to decompose the dynamic
scene as rigid moving segments using instance segmentation method [20], and learn to
reweight in optimized depth and 3D motion for each rigid instance. We learn to reweight
the Gauss-Newton updates, which can ensure the motion and geometry consistency across
views while overcoming the effect of outliers. Our evaluation shows the proposed method
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can benefit from the progress in monocular depth and flow estimation while outperforming
them with the integration of learning and optimization.
In Chapter 8, we summarize our contributions and insights gained during the experi-
ments. We also provide an outlook to the important unsolved challenges and future oppor-




3D motion estimation is a fundamental computer vision task that has a long history. S.
Ullman [21] discusses 3D scene motion as a part of structure-from-motion with a particular
assumption in the scene (rigidity) and camera (calibrated). Assuming the scene is piece-
wise rigid, dynamic 3D motions can be calculated as an extension to structure-from-motion
algorithms [22, 23]. Before the term scene flow being introduced in [1], Scene flow has
also been extensively studied as motion-stereo [24, 25].
2.1 Scene Flow Classification
Vedula et al. [1] first defined three-dimensional motion estimation as scene flow and clas-
sify the 3D scene flow methods cross three different scenarios:
• having complete knowledge about the scene;
• knowing only stereo correspondence;
• no knowledge about the 3D structure.
The later two scenarios are often categorized as the stereo scene flow problem which re-
quires jointly estimating 3D geometry and correspondence. The first scenario require pre-
known geometry which can be acquired from depth sensor. We will separately discuss the
relevant approaches.
Stereo Scene Flow: Estimate scene flow without 3D structure is the most challenging sit-
uation. Jointly estimation of disparity and flow has been shown to be beneficial to improve
the accuracy for both-subtasks, which can be traced as early as the motion stereo work in
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[24]. Huguet et al. [17] borrows a similar set-up to infer scene flow jointly in the two-
stereo view setup and solve it as a joint variational inference of two stereo and optical flow
problem. This set-up is now widely used as a standard in binocular scene flow. Valgaerts
et al. [26] generalizes the framework with unknown camera transformation between the
two views. Basha et al. [27] extends the joint variational inference into 3D by representing
the structure as a point cloud, and estimate scene flow globally in the 3D world. Vogel et
al. [15] presents the 3D scene using piece-wise rigid planes instead of individual points,
and solve scene flow as a joint estimation as over-segmentation, plane assignment, and oc-
clusion reasoning. In [16], they further extend the joint optimization to multi-frame scene
flow, which demonstrated the benefits of holistic understanding scene flow.
Benchmark of rigid moving objects in the urban scenario: Menze et al. [13] focus
on scene flow problem in the autonomous driving scenario and set up the KITTI Scene
Flow benchmark for rigid scene motions estimation. The benchmark contains 200 stereo
image pair for training and testing set each. They acquire the 3D motion ground truth by
registering the 3D CAD vehicle model to the Lidar scans in each frame. Since then, it has
benchmarked significant progress in scene flow research. There are several observations
from the benchmark. First, exploiting scene understanding helps to improve scene flow
accuracy. Ren et al. [14] jointly estimate semantic segmentation and scene flow via solving
both tasks jointly as conditional random fields. Behl et al. [12] further incorporate the
instance segmentation into scene flow optimization. Using the semantic and instance seg-
mentation can better cope with the large flow displacement and moving object boundaries.
Second, using multi-frame measurements [28, 16] shows favorable results compared with
the two-frame approaches. Third, the learning-based methods can also achieve top perfor-
mance [29, 30]. In general, these methods do not generalize directly to KITTI test set when
training on synthetic scene flow data [31]. But they can conquer the KITTI test set by fur-
ther finetuning on KITTI training data. Compared to optimization-based approaches, the
learning-based methods are fast in inference time and has the potential to achieve real-time
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performance. Ma et al. [32] specifically tackle the rigid instance motion by end-to-end
learn the optical flow and stereo networks via a rigidity based unrolled optimization layers.
This method is currently the top-performing method on KITTI. One drawback of the KITTI
scene flow benchmark is that vehicle motions are the only moving objects in the scene. No
nonrigid or articulated motions are included. The best performing methods often rely on
the rigid motion hypothesis as regularization, which however may not demonstrate the
progress in the general nonrigid scene flow.
RGBD Scene Flow: With the development of RGBD camera, directly using the depth
information is attractive for approaches which requires fast computation for dense outputs.
The depth camera provides an approximated geometry knowledge of the scene which sim-
plifies the scene flow to a 3D correspondence problem. Several approaches [33, 34] extend
the variational 2D optical flow directly to 3D scene flow using point cloud recovered from
depth. Jaimez et al. [35] efficiently solves the dense RGB-D scene flow with a prime-
dual method implemented in GPU. Sun et al. [36] regularizes the scene flow inference as
finite 3D rigid moving objects, which can be relaxed as piece-wise smooth rigid moving
objects in [37]. Quiroga et al. [38] proposes to represent an over-parameterized 6 DoF
rigid transformation for each 3D point. They propose to model the scene as a rigid com-
ponent induced by camera motion and a non-rigid transform as foreground, which inspires
us to explore the connection of rigidity and scene flow in Chapter 5. Jaimez et al. [39]
extends such separation by incorporating motion estimation from visual odometry. It uses
two-stage rigid based clustering to decomposes the camera motion estimation and the non-
rigid scene flow. It first clusters the background based on depth information and solves
the visual odometry. Then it further clusters the foreground motions into different rigid
moving pieces and solves them jointly as a piece-wise smooth rigid motion field. It is the
first approach that can solve scene flow approximately in real-time. All the existing RGBD
scene flow approaches are optimization-based, which requires certain rigid assumptions.
Solving these nonlinear optimization problems suffer the local optima and may not work
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in the wild. Besides using RGBD camera, there are several approaches estimate scene
flow using point clouds from a LiDAR scanner in autonomous driving setting, including
optimization-based work [40] and learning-based work [41, 42].
2.2 Concepts towards Fast Scene Flow
There are several paradigms in existing optimization-based approaches to reduce the com-
putation for real-time applications. First, several approaches [43, 35, 44] limit the maxi-
mum displacement range for scene flow estimation. However, there is an obvious trade-off:
these methods cannot deal with large displacements scene flow. Second, another com-
monly used paradigm is to decouple the scene flow constraints into sub-tasks and solve
them sequentially, represented by [39, 28, 44]. In [44], they propose to decouple stereo and
flow estimation, with each problem solved in parallel using GPU or FPGA. Jaimez et al.
[39] iteratively solve visual odometry, motion segmentation and correspondence assocition.
Taniai et al. [28] similarly solves these problem from a stereo setup sequentially. This so-
lution can achieve near real-time RGBD scene flow computed only using CPU. Third, most
of these approaches also utilizes parallel computing, such as GPU [43, 37, 45], FPGA [44],
and multi-threaded CPU [39]. Recently, a number of learning-based scene flow approaches
can achieve approximated real-time performance, which we will expand the discussion in
the next section.
2.3 Learning-based Scene Flow
The recent progress in deep learning brings an alternative trend to motion estimation. Dif-
ferent from the classical approaches iteratively searching for a local optimal using opti-
mization, learning-based approaches directly learn the mapping from the input to motion
parameters using large amounts of data. The mapping is approximated via a feed-forward
network which is usually fast with modern GPUs with highly optimized convolutional op-
erations. Prominent examples include optical flow from two-views [19, 46, 47, 48] single
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image to camera pose regression [49, 50, 51], image-based 3D object pose estimation [52,
53], relative pose and monocular depth prediction from two views [54, 55].
As a learning-based stereo scene flow baseline, Mayer et al. [31] proposes to refine
the stacked stereo and optical flow via an additional feed-forward network. Recently, Jiang
et al. [30] propose a shared encoder for stereo and optical flow estimation, which is the
state-of-art learning-based scene flow method. Both of the methods are scene flow in refer-
ence coordinate, which do not require the global camera pose to be solved. In Chapter 5, we
propose to learn the RGBD scene flow in the absolute world coordinate. Training such al-
gorithms require a significant amount of data, which however is non-trivial to be acquired.
Most of the existing scene flow approaches use random generated 3D object motions, e.g.,
FlyingChairs [19] and FlyingThings dataset in [31]. With domain randomization, the scene
flow approaches can generalize surprisingly well to real-world scenes. However, exist-
ing datasets do not provide a realistic geometric environment with nonrigid motions. In
Chapter 5, we propose a 3D scene aware rendering method with nonrigid moving humans.
Recently, there are many self-supervised learning approaches utilize view-synthesis via
binocular consistency [56] and multi-frame consistency [57]. There are significant progress
in self-supervised learning scene flow by enforcing multi-view constraints [58, 59], factor-
izing rigid and nonrigid motion [60, 61]. However, existing self-supervised approaches do
not produce as accurate results as the supervised approaches [30, 32].
2.4 Other Relevant Approaches
Other researches in computer vision also have close relations with scene flow estimation,
particularly in Non-rigid Structure from Motion (NRSfM) and dynamic reconstruction.
Non-rigid Structure-from-Motion : Derived from the Tomasi and Kanade’s factorization
technique [62], several approaches [63, 64, 22] extend it from a single rigid body transform
to multi-body and non-rigid structures using the same orthographic projection. Similar to
the scene flow problem, NRSfM is also an ill-posed problem that it solves time-varying
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3D shapes observed from a few images at different viewpoints which requires additional
priors as regularization[64, 65]. Dai et al. [66] proposed to factorize a low-rank model
of non-rigidity which can recover both cameras and 3D shapes with no need of additional
priors. However, its low-rank assumption can not generalize to complex sequences. Recent
NRSfM approaches [67, 68] jointly estimate dense 3D structures and optical flow, which
is a variant of monocular scene flow. However, no existing approaches tackle the problem
from a learning perspective, which is the focus in Chapter 7.
Dynamic Reconstruction: Inspired by the success in KinectFusion [69], most existing
dynamic reconstruction approaches [70, 4, 6, 71] extend it to using a similar frame-to-
model tracking and are close to real-time tracking. DynamicFusion [6] estimates a set of
sparse volumetric rigid transformations to align the moving object to the canonical model,
termed as a warping field which is inherently a volumetric representation for scene flow.
Fusion4D [70] achieves a dynamic scene reconstruction with multiple static cameras. Most
of the dynamic reconstruction approaches are human-centric. With additional human tem-
plate model, e.g. SMPL[72], the tracking can be more robust [71].
In the thesis, we will progressive study and discuss the related work in each chapter.
The success in many of the methods inspired us to move forward towards the more general,




In this chapter, we will summarize the fundamental mathematical tools, computer vision
concepts used throughout the thesis.
3.1 Two-view 3D Geometry
In this section we will first introduce some basic 3D geometric representations and the
operations that will be used in the remainder of the thesis. We recommend readers to refer
[73, 74] for a detailed tutorial about the 3D geometry particularly in context of the nonlinear
optimization.
3.1.1 Camera Model
We suppose a pin-hole camera without distortion in all following work, with the intrinsic
matrix K, parameterized as [fx, fy, cu, cv] with fx, fy as its focal length and cu, cv as its







We define a pixel x = [u, v] ∈ R2. px = [px,py,pz] ∈ R3 is the 3D point corresponding
to x with depth pz. In some applications, we also define the pixel in the normalized image
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All the operations are defined in the homogeneous coordinate. The transformation from
the 3D world to the image plane is a perspective projection. We define the perspective
projection operation π : R3 → R3 and the inverse perspective projection operation π−1 :






























The projected 2D image point in the homogenous coordinate is
x = π(Kpx) (3.4)






















Jacobian: In a number of the optimization problems discussed in the thesis, we will derive












3.1.2 3D Rigid Body Transform
We define the 3D rigid body transform of a 3D point px as
p′x = Rpx + t (3.7)
where R is a 3x3 orthonomal rotation matrix and t ∈ R3 is the translation vector. The
rotation matrix is an overparameterization of the underlying group which only has 3 degree
of freedom. Although it is easy calculate the point transformation using the matrix rep-
resentation, the overparameterized form is not a smooth manifold and cannot be directly
estimated without incorporating further constraint.
Lie Group Representation
A minimal representation of 3D rigid transform can be derived using Lie group theory. A
Lie group is a smooth manifold, where the group operations (multiplication and inversion)
are smooth maps. In this thesis, we will primary focus on the Special Euclidean Group
SE3 for the 6DoF general rigid transform and the Special Orthogonal Group SO3 for the
general 3DoF rotation transform.





 ∣∣∣R ∈ SO3, t ∈ R3
 (3.8)
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where the rotation is represented using Special Orthogonal Group SO3, a three-dimensional
manifold embeded within a 9-dimensional ambient space.
The minimal representation of SE3 and SO3 can be defined using Lie Alegbra. There
is an exact, surjective mapping from Lie alegbra to the corresponding Lie Group using
matrix exponential
R(ω) = exp(ω̂) : so(3)→ SO3 (3.9)
T(ξ) = exp(ξ̂) : se(3)→ SE3 (3.10)
where the operator ˆ defines the mapping from vector space of ω ∈ R3, ξ ∈ R6 to their
lie algebra so(3), se(3). The matrix representation to the Lie algebra can refer to matrix
logarithm vice versa.
Lie Algebra of SO3 and SE3 : Lie algebra defines the structure of the tangent space
around the identity. It can be represented as linear combinations of its generator matrices.
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The Lie alegbra so(3) is the vector space of a skew-symmetric matrices ω̂ = [ω]×






= ωxG1 + ωyG2 + ωzG3 (3.12)
corresponding to a rotation around each axis in x, y, z respectively. With the generator









ω̂ + vxG4 + vyG5 + vzG6|ω ∈ so(3), (vx, vy, vz) ∈ R3
}
(3.14)
In this thesis, we will represent the 3D rigid transform ξ ∈ se(3) using Lie algebra in
default. The derivatives with respect to the underlying motion types are intuitive to use in
the context of gradient-based optimization. Refer to [74] for more details of the Lie Group
and its derivatives.
SO3 to axis angle: A rotation can also be represented by an unit rotation axis ω̄ and an
angle θ in magnitude, or equivalently by a 3D vector ω = θω̄. In the canonical represen-
tation of SO3 in (3.9), ω is known as the canonical or exponential coordinates, which is
equivalent to the axis-angle representation for rotations ω. The rotation matrix R(ω) can
be derived from the axis angle representation known as the Rodriguez’s formula
R(ω̄, θ) = I + sin(θ)[ω̄]× + (1− cos(θ))[ω̄]2× (3.15)








(3.16) is the close-form expoential map of SO3 using Rodriguez’s formula.
The axis angle representation is not unique, since we can always add a multiple of 360◦
(2π radians) to and get the same rotation matrix. As well, (ω̄, θ) and (−ω̄, −θ) represent
the same rotation. However, for small rotations, or local perturbation, axis angle is an
excellent choice. In particular, the Rodriguez’s formula can be simplified when ω is small






From (3.17), we can see the derivative of rotation R(ω) is simply an unit skew-symmetric
matrix. In the gradient based optimization approach, we often estimate the local incremen-
tal update in the continuous optimization with the small perturbation assumption.
We define an incremental transformation as tracing out a geodesic curve the group
manifold along a certain tangent vector δξ ∈ se(3). In the optimization problem, we are
often interested to know the perturbed function with a small increment ε around the variable
pose ε(ξ) ∈ R3 or the point ε(p) ∈ R3. For tangent vector δξ, the Jacobian matrix Jξ(p)
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 = R(ξ) (3.19)
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Euler Angles
Another way to represent 3D orientation is to use three angles Θ = [α, β, γ] as three
sequential rotations R(α, β, γ) = Rx(α)Ry(β)Rz(γ) around certain axis. Note in the
construction of Euler Angles, the ordering of the rotations along the axis matters.
This representation is often used in the navigation task. And it is also commonly used as
rotation representation for pose regression tasks using convolutional networks [75, 60, 57].
Euler Angles representation is prone to the “Gimbal Lock” issue. In specific configurations,
the system loses a degree of freedom, and Jacobian will lose one rank, which makes this
representation unsuited for continuous optimization. In applications using two consecutive
frames from a video stream, gimbal locks unlikely occur. In chapter Chapter 5, we train a
neural network to regress from image to Euler Angles directly.
Perspective Projection Warping
Given a rigid body transform T(ξ) with ξ ∈ se(3), we define Wπ(p) : R3 → R2 is the
warping function that projects the 3D point p ∈ R3 to a 2D point x′ ∈ R2:
x′ = Pπ(p) = π(KT(ξ)p) (3.20)
We can derive the perturbation as Jacobian function through chain-rule using (3.6),






















 −fxp′up′v fx(1 + p′2u ) −fxp′v fx/p′z 0 −fxp′u/p′z
−fy(1 + p′2v ) −fyp′up′v fyp′u 0 fy/p′z −fyp′v/p′z
 (3.24)
Perspective Image to Image Warping
Given the 2D point x ∈ R2 and its depth bpz ∈ R, we define the image to image rigid
warping asWπ(p) : R3 → R2
x′ =Wπ(x,pz) = π(KT(ξ)K−1x) (3.25)






















Nonlinear Least-Square Objective: In this thesis, we discuss the optimization problem
generally has a least-square form, i.e., can be written as
argmin
ξ
rT (ξ) r(ξ) (3.29)
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where ξ is the variable to be estimation and r ∈ RN×1 is the residual vector for N number
of measurements. When δξ contains parameter in a nonlinear group, e.g. SO3 or SE3,
(3.29) is a nonlinear least-square optimization problem. One assumption in the least-suqare
estimator is that the noise corrupting the data is of zero mean, which yields an unbiased
parameter estimate.
A standard method solve the nonlinear least-squares problems via using an iterative
method solving a linearised system starting from a suit-able initial estimate. In this section,
we will start from the Gauss-Newton method in Section 3.2.1, as well as its regularizated
form Section 3.2.2, particular the well-known extension Levenberg-Marquardt algorith.
Then we will introduce robust M-estimator in Section 3.2.3 which robustifies the nonlinear
optimization problem as the well-known iteratively reweighted least-square (IRLS) opti-
mization in Section 3.2.4. In the end, we will briefly discuss the connection of least-square
optimization to the factor graph representation in Section 3.2.5, which can be an effec-
tive tool in least-square problem modelling. We recommend the readers to read [76] for a
comphrensive discussion about nonlinear optimization using factor graph.
3.2.1 Gauss-Newton Method
The general iterative method solves a quadratic approximation to (3.29) iteratively. At




||rk(ξ0 + δξ)||22 (3.30)
The Gauss-Newton algorithm linearizes the residual rk, using a first-order Taylor expansion
||rk(ξ0 + δξ)||22 = ||rTk + Jδξ||22 (3.31)
= rTk rk + 2ξ
TJT rk + ξ
TJTJξ (3.32)
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with simplified notation rk = rk(ξ0),J = Jδξ(ξ0). The minimum of the quadratic func-
tion is equal to the solution of the following linear system by setting the derivative of the
quadratic function to zero
(JTJ)δξ = −JT rk (3.33)
The incremental update δξ is thus solved
δξ = −(JTJ)−1JT rk (3.34)
= −J+rk (3.35)
where J+ is the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of J. When the approximate Hessian matrix
JTJ is full-rank, there is an unique solution. The full-rank condition also indicates all
paramters are full observable. The solution is updated by
ξk+1 = ξk + δξ (3.36)
Manifold optimization: When optimizing on a general manifold, we define ⊕ as a gen-
eralized addition operator for the Retraction operatorR(ξ) :M× Rn →M such that
ξk+1 = ξk ⊕ δξ = Rξ(δξ) (3.37)
For the vector space Rn, the retration is simply vector addition. For Lie group, the most
used retraction is the exponetial map, although other retraction operator can also be defined.
As defined in (3.1.2), the exponential map allows us to define a mapping from the local
coodinates ξ back to a neighbourhood around the current estimated transform T(ξk).
ξk ⊕ δξ = Tk(ξk) · exp(ξ̂) (3.38)
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Matrix factorization: When the approximated Hessian is sparse, Cholesky factorization
is most used to solve (3.33), with JTJ = LTL where L is upper triangular. The solving
ξ is a two-step back-substitution for L and LT sequentially. Other than Cholesky factor-
ization, QR and SVD factorization can also be used. Both QR and SVD factorization are
significantly slower than cholesky factorization for sparse matrix. In certain cases, QR fac-
torization has better numerical stablity. For sparse matrices factorization in this thesis, we
use Cholesky factorization in default. To calculate the inverse of dense matrix, we use SVD
factorization and simultaneously check the numerical stability during the factorization.
The limitation: In many cases, the approximated Hessian matrix JTJ can be fully observ-
able but ill-conditioned. In this thesis, we will often tackle the motion estimation by align-
ment photometric residuals. There will be two major issues. First, when minimizing the
photometric residuals in textureless regions or along the boundary, the Jacobian along some
parameter dimension has more significant magnitude[77]. Second, the quadratic approx-
imation to the nonlinear objective is only meaningful if start from a proper initialization.
When the estimated motion is substantial, or the measurements are noisy, this assump-
tion can often break. Traditional methods often use the trust-region method to relax the
quadratic approximation and the robust M-estimator to handle the influence of the outliers.
We will briefly introduce them in the following context. In Chapter 6, of this thesis, we
also propose a new learning-based paradigm to handle these issues.
3.2.2 Trust-Region Method
Gradient descent is an alternative solution to use a quadratic approximation. For sufficiently
small step-size and under certain conditions, the gradient descent step is guaranteed to
converge to a local minimum. However, compared to quadratic method, e.g. Gauss-Newton
method, gradient descent is slow to converge, which is not suited for methods which require
fast online optimization.
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The Levenberg algorithm: The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is adaptively “interpo-
lating” between Gauss-Newton and gradient descent steps via a dampening parameter λ
∆ξ = H−1 JT rk (3.39)
H = (JTJ + λ I) (3.40)
where I is a diagonal identity matrix and λ is the scalar value for damping. If λ is small,
JTJ will dominate the regularized approximated Hessian H and the (3.39) is close to a
Gauss-Newton update. If λ is large, the diagonal damping λI will dominate H and the
computed step will be close to a gradient descent step. Step-size is 1/λ scaled with the
curvature along each dimension to avoid slow convergence along dimensions with a low
gradient.
The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm: A more popular variant of the Levenberg Al-
gorithm is the Levenberg-Marquardt formulation. It replaces the identity damping by the
diagonal entries of the approximated Hessian matrix which helps to achieve faster conver-
gence
H = (JTJ + λ diag(JTJ)) (3.41)
3.2.3 M-estimator
One caveat of the least-square estimator is the influence of the outliers. One outlier de-
viating from the correct solution may significantly impact the final estimation. As stated
before, the least-squares estimators assume that the noise corrupting the data is of zero-
mean Gaussian. If all the point measurements are independent, each point has independent
variance which associate to its weight. If the noise variance is known, a minimum-variance
parameter estimate can be obtained by choosing appropriate weights on the data. However,
measuring the noise variance is often not feasible.
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One popular technique to compensate for the influence of the outliers is the so-called M-
estimators. Suppose ri is the ith element of the residual vector r = [r1, r2, ..., rn]. Instead of

















where the derivative function φ(·) is the influence function. The infuence function measures
the infuence of a datum on the value of the parameter estimate. For example, for the square
error objective with φ(x) = x2/2, the infuence function φ(x) = x increases linearly with
the size of its error, whichs means the inlier and outlier influence the estimtaor equally.









where ω(·) is the so-called the weight function of ρ. This is exactly equivalent to the







Table 3.1: A few commonly used M-estimators. We enumerate a few error norms ρ(x),
the influence function φ(x) and the weight functions ω(x).
Type Norm ρ(x) Influence φ(x) Weight ω(x)
L2 x
2/2 x 1
L1 |x| 1 0
Lp |x|v/v sgn(x)|x|v−1 |x|v−2
Cauchy c2/(2 log(1 + (x/c)2)) x/(1 + (x/c))2 1/(x/c)2
German-McClure x2/(2(1 + x2)) x/(1 + x2)2 1/(1 + x2)2
Huber
{
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or its vector form as
rT Wr (3.48)
where W is a diagonal matrix with each diagonal entry at row i is ωi.
The robust M-estimator requires the the influence function φ(x) is bounded and the
individual ρ(x) function is convex in the variable x. In practice, there are multiple choices
for ρ(x) depending on the estimated distributions of the datum. A few commonly used
M-estimators are listed in Table 3.1. A more comprehensive discussion of classical Robust
M-estimators can be found in [78].
Choosing the right distribution of the datum can be a non-trivial task. J. Barron [79]
introduces a general and adaptive robust loss function that can subsume the commonly used
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M-estimator in one learnable function. The enumerated classical robust mestimator in Ta-
ble 3.1 only depends on point residual, although higher order information may seem helpful
to measure the error distributions. In Chapter 6, we will revisit the robust M-estimator in
the context of image alignment and explore the solution to cope with its limitations.
3.2.4 Iteratively Reweighted Least-Squares Optimization
Using M-estimator, we minimize the following general robust least-squares objective
argmin rT (ξ)Wr(ξ) (3.49)
with update at each step as
∆ξ = (JTWJ + λ diag(JTWJ))
−1
JTWrk (3.50)
Algorithm 1 summarizes the iterative update steps.
Algorithm 1: The Iterative Reweighted Least-Squares Algorithm
1 while ||rk||22 > ε do
2 rk = r(ξk) ;
3 J = ∂r(ξ)
∂ξ
;
4 adjust λ ;
5 δξ = −(JTWJ + λ diag(JTWJ))−1JTWrk ;
6 ξk+1 = ξk ◦ δξ
7 end
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3.2.5 Least-Square Optimization as a Factor Graph
There is a tight connection of non-linear least-square problem to factor graph [80]. A factor






where xi ⊆ x is subset of variables involved by factor i, p(x) is the overall distribution of













































‖ fi(xi) ‖2Σi . (3.58)
The MAP inference problem in (3.58)) is converted to the same non-linear least square
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optimization problem in equation as (3.36), which can be solved following the same steps
in (3.36).
There are several advantages using factor graph to model non-linear least square prob-
lems. Factor graphs encode probabilistic nature of the problems, and easily indicate the
underlying sparsity of the optimization problem since for most (if not all) factors xi are
very small sets of the overall variables. In Chapter 4, we use factor graph as the represen-
tation and solve the MAP inference as a sparse least-square optimization problem.
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CHAPTER 4
A LEAST-SQUARE SOLUTION TO SCENE FLOW
Summary
We propose a continuous optimization method for solving dense 3D scene flow problems
from stereo imagery. As in recent work, we represent the dynamic 3D scene as a collec-
tion of rigidly moving planar segments. The scene flow problem then becomes the joint
estimation of pixel-to-segment assignment, 3D position, normal vector and rigid motion
parameters for each segment, leading to a complex and expensive discrete-continuous op-
timization problem. In contrast, we propose a purely continuous formulation which can
be solved more efficiently. Using a fine superpixel segmentation that is fixed a-priori, we
propose a factor graph formulation that decomposes the problem into photometric, geo-
metric, and smoothing constraints. We initialize the solution with a novel, high-quality
initialization method, then independently refine the geometry and motion of the scene, and
finally perform a global non-linear refinement using Levenberg-Marquardt. We evaluate
our method in the challenging KITTI Scene Flow benchmark, ranking in third position at
the time of submission, while being 3 to 30 times faster than the top competitors.
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4.1 Introduction
Solving scene flow is traditionally casted as an energy optimization problem. Several re-
cent approaches assume the 3D world over time is composed of rigid moving planes and
achieved impressive accurate scene flow estimation [15, 13, 16]. In these approaches, the
scene is represented using planar segments which are assumed to have consistent spatial
and temporal motions. The scene flow problem is then posed as a discrete-continuous op-
timization problem which associates each pixel with a planar segment, each of which has
continuous rigid 3D motion parameters to be optimized.
These approaches cast the entire scene flow estimation into a joint discrete optimization
problem with other relevant tasks. However, joint inference in this space is both complex
and computationally expensive. Menze and Geiger [13] partially address this by parameter-
sharing between multiple planar segments, by assuming the existence of a finite set of
moving objects in the scene. They solve the candidate motion of objects with continuous
optimization, and use discrete optimization to assign the label of each object to each su-
perpixel. However, this assumption does not hold for scenes with non-rigid deformations.
Piece-wise continuous planar assumption is not limited to 3D description.
In contrast to this body of optimization approaches, we posit that it is better to solve
for the scene flow in the continuous domain, which is faster in inference without losing
accuracy. We adopt the same rigid planar representation as [15], but solve it more efficiently
with high accuracy. Instead of reasoning about discrete labels, we use a fine superpixel
segmentation that is fixed a-priori, and utilize a robust nonlinear least-squares approach to
cope with occlusion, depth and motion discontinuities in the scene. A central assumption
is that once a fine enough superpixel segmentation is used as a priori, there is no need to
jointly optimize the superpixel segmentation within the system. The rest of the scene flow
problem, being piecewise continuous, can be optimized entirely in continuous domain. A
good initialization is obtained by leveraging DeepMatching [18]. We achieve fast inference
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by using a sparse nonlinear least squares solver and avoid discrete approximation. To
utilize Census cost for fast robust cost evalution in continuous optimization, we proposes a
differentiable Census-based cost, similar to but not same as the approach in [81].
Contributions: In summary, this work makes the following contributions:
1. We propose a factor-graph formulation of the scene flow problem that exposes the
inherent sparsity of the problem, and use a state of the art sparse solver that directly
optimizes over the manifold representations of the continuous unknowns. Compared
to the same representation in [15], we achieve better accuracy and faster inference.
2. Instead of directly solving for all unknowns, we propose a pipeline to decompose
geometry and motion estimation. We show that this helps us cope with the highly
nonlinear nature of the objective function.
3. As initialization is crucial for nonlinear optimization to succeed, we use the Deep-
Matching algorithm from [18] to obtain a semi-dense set of feature correspondences
from which we initialize the 3D motion of each planar segment. As in [13], we ini-
tialize planes from a restricted set of motion hypotheses, but optimize them in the
continuous domain to cope with non-rigid objects in the scene.
4.2 Scene Flow Analysis
We follow [15] in assuming that our 3D world is composed of locally smooth and rigid
objects. Such a world can be represented as a set of rigid planes moving in 3D, P =
{n̄,X}, with parameters representing the plane normal n̄ and motion X . In the ideal case,
a slanted plane projects back to one or more superpixels in the images, inside of which
the appearance and geometry information are locally similar. The inverse problem is then
to infer the 3D planes (parameters n̄ and X ), given the images and a set of pre-computed
superpixels.
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3D Plane: We denote a plane as n̄ in 3-space, specified by its normal coordinates in the
reference frame. For any 3D point x ∈ R3 on n̄, the plane equation holds as n̄>x + 1 = 0.
We choose this parameterization for ease of optimization on its manifold.





 ,R ∈ SO3, t ∈ R3 (4.1)
Superpixel Associations: We assume each superpixel Si is a one-to-one mapping in
reference frame to a 3D plane. The boundary between adjacent superpixels Si and Sj is
defined as Ei,j ∈ R2.
Transformation induced by moving planes: For any point x on n̄, its homogeneous
representation is [x>,−n̄>x]. From x0 in the reference frame, its corresponding point x1












where [R10|t10] is the transform from reference frame to the observed image frame (referred
to as T 10 ) and [Ri|ti] is the plane motion in the reference frame (referred to as Xi). Suppose
the camera intrinsic matrix is K. A homography transform can thus be induced as:









In stereo frames where planes are static, the homography from reference frame to the right
frame is simply:
H(n̄, Tr→0) = K(Rr0 − tr0n̄)K−1 (4.4)
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Figure 4.1: A factor graph representation of multi-view constraints of stereo scene
flow. The unary factors are set up based on the homography transform relating two pixels,
given P . Binary factors are set up based on locally smooth and rigid assumptions. In this
graph, a three-view geometry is used to explain factors for simplicity. Any other views can
be constrained by incorporating the same temporal factors in this graph.
We will only use T r0 to represent the transform of reference frame to the other stereo
frame, while T 10 is applicable from reference frame to any other frames, whether planes are
static or moving.
4.3 A Factor Graph Formulation for Scene Flow
For all images I ′ : Ω → R relative to the reference image I : Ω → R, we want to
estimate all of the planes Θ = {n̄{1...N},X{1...N}} observed in I . Besides raw image mea-
surements, we also assume that a set of sparsely matched point pairs M ∈ R2 is available.
As mentioned above, we assume an a-priori fixed superpixel segmentation S, along with
its boundaries E . We denote these as our measurementsM = {I, I ′,M, S, E}.
We begin by defining parameters θ = {n̄,X}, in which n̄ and X are independent to
each other. We also assume dependencies only exist between superpixels across common
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P(θi|M) ∝ P(I ′,M |n̄i,Xi, Si, I)P(n̄i)P(Xi) (4.6)
P(θi, θj|M) = P(n̄i, n̄j|Si, Sj, Ei,j)P(Xi,Xj|Si, Sj, Ei,j), (4.7)
Factor graphs are convenient probabilistic graphical models for formulating the multi-view








Typically f(θi) encodes a prior or a single measurement constraint at unknown θ, and fi,j
relate to measurements or constraints between θi, θj . In this paper, we assume each factor
is a least-square error term with Gaussian noises. To fully represent the measurements and
constraints in this problem, we will use multiple factors for G(Θ) (see Fig. 4.1), which will
be illustrated below.
Unary Factors: A point p, associated with a particular superpixels, can be associated
with the homography transform H(n̄i, Cs) w.r.t. its measurements. For a stereo camera, the
transformation of a point from one image to the other is simply H(n̄, Cs) in (4.4). For all









where C(·) is the Census descriptor. This descriptor is preferred over intensity error for
its robustness against noise and edges. Similarly, using the homography transform and
with sparse matches we can estimate the geometric error of match m by measuring its
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p+m,H(Pi, T 10 )p
)
, (4.10)
Pairwise Factors: The pairwise factors relate the parameters based on their constraints.











where D−1(n̄, p) represents the inverse depth of pixel p on n̄. This factor describes the
distance of points over the boundary of two static planes. After plane motion, we expect






D−1(Pi, p), D−1(Pj, p)
)
, (4.12)
We also expect that two adjacent superpixels has piece-wise smooth motion. We use a






Gaussian Noise Factor: Each factor is created as a Gaussian Noise Model:
F (x;m) = exp(−ρ(h(x)−m)) (4.14)
in which m is the measurement, and h(x) is the estimation function of x. We use the robust
loss function ρ(e) to handle the effect of outliers. For all the factors mentioned in the paper,
we use the Huber kernel as loss function defined in Section 3.2.3.
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Figure 4.2: Continuous Approximation of Census Transform. The left figure shows how
to use bilinear interpolation to achieve a differentiable cost of Census Transform. In the
right, a census descriptor is extracted at different pyramid levels of the images.
Least-square Optimization: The factor graph in (4.5) can be estimated via maximum
a posteriori (MAP) as a non-linear least square problem, and solved with standard non-
linear optimization methods. In each step, we linearize all the factors at θ = {n̄θ,Xθ}. On
manifold, the update is a RetractionRθ. The retraction for {n̄,X} is:
Rθ(δn̄, δX ) = (n̄ + δn̄,XExp(δx)), [δn̄ ∈ R3, δx ∈ R6] (4.15)
For n̄ ∈ R3, it has the same value of its tangent space at any value n̂. This explains
our choice of plane representation: it is the most convenient for manifold optimization
in all of its families in 3-space. For SE3 motion, the retraction is an exponential map.
Although the linearized factor graph can be thought of as a huge matrix, it is actually quite
sparse in nature: pairwise factors only exist between adjacent superpixels. Sparse matrix
factorization can solve this kind of problem very efficiently. We follow the same sparse
matrix factorization which is discussed in detail in [80].
Continuous Approximation for Census Transform: In (4.9), there are two practical is-
sues: first, we cannot get a sub-pixel Census Transform; and second, the Hamming distance
between the two descriptors is not differentiable. To overcome these problems, we use bi-
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Figure 4.3: An overview of the proposed continuous scene flow optimization method:
we estimate the 3D scene flow w.r.t. the reference image (the red bounding box), a stereo
image pair and a temporal image pair as input. Image annotations show the results at each
step. We assign a motion hypothesis to each superpixel as an initialization and optimize
the factor graph for more accurate 3D motion. Finally, after global optimization, we show
a projected 2D flow map in the reference frame and its 3D scene motion (static background
are plotted in white).
linear interpolated distance as the census cost (see Fig. 4.2). The bilinear interpolation
equation is differentiable w.r.t. the image coordinate, from which we can approximately
get the Jacobian of Census Distance w.r.t. to a sub-pixel point. We use a 9x7 size Census,
and set up (4.9) over a pyramid of images. In evaluation, we will discuss how this process
helps us to achieve better convergence purely with a data-cost.
4.4 Scene Flow Optimization Pipeline
The general pipeline of our algorithms consists of five steps (see Fig. 4.3). We summarize
each step and provide detailed descriptions in the subsections below.
Initialization: We initialize the superpixels for the reference frame. We estimate the 3D
plane using an initial depth map using RANSAC.
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Planar Graph Optimization: We solve the plane geometry parameter n̄ w.r.t. reference
frame using factor graph composed of factors in (4.9), (4.10) and (4.11).
Estimation of Motion Hypotheses: We first estimate a semi-dense matching from refer-
ence frame to the next temporal frame and associate them with our estimated 3D plane to
get a set of 3D features. We use RANSAC to heuristically find a set of motion hypothesis.
In each RANSAC step, we find the most likely motion hypothesis of (4.3) by minimiz-
ing the re-projection errors of 3D features in two temporally consecutive frames. A set of
motion hypotheses are generated by iterating this process.
Local Motion Graph Optimization: We initialize the motion of superpixels from the set
of motion hypotheses, framed as a Bayesian classification problem. For all of the superpix-
els assigned to one single motion hypothesis, we estimate both the plane n̄ and its motion
X , by incorporating factors in (4.9), (4.12), (4.13).
Global Graph Optimization: In this step, the set of all unknownsP is estimated globally.
All factors from (4.9) to (4.13) are used.
4.4.1 Initialization
The superpixels in the reference frame are initialized with the sticky-edge superpixels in-
troduced in [82]. Since the urban scene is complex in appearance, the initialized superpixel
number needs to be large to cope with tiny objects, while too many superpixels can cause
an under-constrained condition for some plane parameters. Empirically, we find generating
2,000 superpixels is a good balance (see ablation in Table 4.3)
We use the stereo method proposed in [83] to generate the stereo prior, and initialize
the 3D planes with a plane-fitting RANSAC algorithm. The plane is initialized as frontal
parallel if the RANSAC inlier percentage is below a certain threshold (50% in our setting),
or the plane induces a degenerated homography transform (where the plane is parallel to
the camera focal axis).
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We sample robust matchesM from the disparity map, and use it to set up the match-
ing factor in (4.10). The samples are selected from the Census Transform which share a
maximum distance of 3 bits, given the disparity matching.
4.4.2 Planar Graph Optimization
In the stereo factor graph, we only estimate the planes n̄ from the factors in (4.9), i.e. we
constrain the motion X to be constant. Suppose for each Gaussian noise factor, r is its
residual: f(x) = exp(−r(x)). We can obtain the maximum a posterior (MAP) of the

















Levenberg-Marquardt can be used to solve this equation as a more robust choice (e.g. com-
pared to Gauss-Newton), trading off efficiency for accuracy.
4.4.3 Semi-dense Matching & Multi-Hypotheses RANSAC
We leverage the state-of-art matching method [18] to generate a semi-dense matching field,
which has the advantage of being able to associate across large displacements in the image
space. To estimate the initial motion for superpixels, we chose RANSAC similar to [13].
We classify putatives as inliers based on their re-projection errors. The standard-deviation
σ = 1 is small to ensure that bad hypotheses are rare. All hypotheses with more than
20% inliers in each step are retained. Compared to the up-to-5 hypotheses in [13], we
found empirically that our RANSAC strategy can retrieve 10-20 hypotheses in complex
scenes, which ensures a high recall of even small moving objects, or motion patterns on
non-rigid objects (e.g. pedestrians and cyclists). This process can be quite slow when
noisy matches are prominent and inliers ratios are low. To cope with this effect, we use
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Figure 4.4: A visualization of motion hypothesis (left), optical flow (middle), and scene
motion flow (right). Camera motion is explicitly removed from scene motion flow. In the
image of the cyclist we show that although multiple motion hypotheses are discovered by
RANSAC (in two colors), our final continuous optimization can obtain a smooth motion
over this non-rigid entity.
superpixels as a prior in RANSAC. We evaluate the inlier superpixels (indicated by inlier
feature matches through non-maximum suppression), and reject conflicting feature matches
as outliers. This prunes the number of motion hypotheses, and substantially speeds up this
step. See Figure 4.4 for an illustration of the motion hypotheses.
Since the most dominant transform in the scene is induced by the camera transform,
we can get an estimate of the incremental camera transform in the first iteration. After
each iteration, the hypothesis is refined by a weighted least squares optimization, solved
efficiently by Levenberg-Marquardt.
4.4.4 Local Motion Estimation
After estimation of the plane itself, we initialize the motion Xi of each individual plane
from the set of motion hypotheses. At this step, given the raw image measurements I0,1, a
pair of estimated depth maps in both frames D0,1, and the sparse point-matching field F ,
the goal is to estimate the most probable hypothesis l? for each individual superpixel. We
assume a set of conditional independencies among I0,1, D0,1, and F , given the superpixel.
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The label l for each superpixel can therefore be inferred from the Bayes rule:
P (l|F, I0,1, D0,1) ∝ P (F, I0,1, D0,1|l)P (l) (4.18)
∝ P (I0,1|l)P (D0,1|l)P (F, I0, D0|l)P (l), (4.19)
Assuming each motion hypothesis has equally prior information, a corresponding MAP
estimation to the above equation can be presented as:
l? = argmax
l?
Edepth(l) + αEphotometric(l) + βEcluster(l), (4.20)
where Edepth(l) represents the depth error between the warped depth and transformed
depth, given a superpixel and its plane; Ephotometric(l) represents the photometric error
between the superpixel and its warped superpixel; Ecluster(l) represents the clustering error





















where H is the homography transform and z(p) is the depth at pixel p. 5I2i,k and 5D2i,k
describes the color and depth difference of a pixel pi ∈ S to a feature point pk ∈ Fl
belonging to hypothesis l. σI and σD are their variances.
A local motion optimization is done for each hypothesis by incorporating the factors
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(4.9), (4.10), (4.12), (4.13) with pre-estimated planes values as:











Similar to (4.16), r is the residual for each factor. We add a prior factor fprior(·) to enforce
an L2 prior centered at 0 It works as a diagonal term to improve the condition numbers in
the matrix factorization. The prior factor has small weights and in general do not affect the
accuracy or speed significantly.
4.4.5 Global Optimization
Finally, we estimate the global factor graph, with the complete set of parameters P =
{n̄,X} in the reference frame. The factors in this stage are set using measurements in all














KITTI Scene Flow Results: We evaluate our algorithm on the challenging KITTI Scene
Flow benchmark [13], which is a realistic benchmark in outdoor environments. At the time
of submission, our method ranks 3rd in Scene Flow test while being significantly faster
than close competitors, as well as 3nd in the KITTI Optical Flow test and 11th in the stereo
test which we did not explicitly target.
Table 4.1 shows a comparison of our results to other state-of-art optimization based
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Figure 4.5: Occlusion error-vs-time on KITTI. The running time axis is plotted in log
scale. Our method is highlighted as green, which achieves top performance both in accu-
racy and computation speed.
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Table 4.1: Quantitative Results on KITTI Scene Flow Test Benchmark at the time of
submission (March 20, 2016). We show the disparity errors reference frame (D1) and
second frame (D2), flow error (Fl), and the scene flow (SF) in 200 test images on KITTI.
The errors are reported as background (bg), foregound (fg), and all pixels (bg+fg), OCC
for errors over all areas, NOC only for errors non-occluded areas.
Method
Occlusion (OCC) error
D1 D2 Fl SF
bg% fg% all% bg% fg% all% bg% fg% all% bg% fg% all% time
PRSM[84] 3.02 10.52 4.27 5.13 15.11 6.79 5.33 17.02 7.28 6.61 23.60 9.44 300 s
OSF [13] 4.54 12.03 5.79 5.45 19.41 7.77 5.62 22.17 8.37 7.01 28.76 10.63 50 min
PRSF [15] 4.74 13.74 6.24 11.14 20.47 12.69 11.73 27.73 14.39 13.49 33.72 16.85 150 s
SGM+SF [85] 5.15 15.29 6.84 14.10 23.13 15.60 20.91 28.90 22.24 23.09 37.12 25.43 45 min
VSF [17] 27.73 21.72 26.38 59.51 44.93 57.08 50.06 47.57 49.64 67.69 64.03 67.08 125 min
Ours 4.57 13.04 5.98 7.92 20.76 10.06 10.40 30.33 13.71 12.21 36.97 16.33 80 s
Method
Non-Occlusion (NOC) error
D1 D2 Fl SF
bg% fg% all% bg% fg% all% bg% fg% all bg% fg% all time
PRSM[84] 2.93 10.00 4.10 4.13 12.85 5.69 4.33 14.15 6.11 5.54 20.16 8.16 300 s
OSF [13] 4.14 11.12 5.29 4.49 16.33 6.61 4.21 18.65 6.83 5.52 24.58 8.93 50 min
PRSF [15] 4.41 13.09 5.84 6.35 16.12 8.10 6.94 23.64 9.97 8.35 28.45 11.95 150 s
SGM+SF [85] 4.75 14.22 6.31 8.34 18.71 10.20 13.36 25.21 15.51 15.28 32.33 18.33 45 min
VSF [17] 26.38 19.88 25.31 52.30 40.83 50.24 41.15 44.16 41.70 61.14 60.38 61.00 125 min
Ours 4.03 11.82 5.32 6.39 16.75 8.25 8.72 26.98 12.03 10.26 32.58 14.26 80 s
approaches. In all of these results, the errors in disparity and flow evaluation are counted
if the disparity or flow estimation exceeds 3 pixels and 5% of its true value. In the Scene
Flow evaluation, the error is counted if any pixel in any of the three estimates (two stereo
frame disparity images and flow image) exceed the criterion.
Accuracy v.s. Speed: We plot a error-vs-time figure in Fig. 4.5, which shows that our
method achieves state-of-art performance, when considering both efficiency and accuracy.
Our results show a small difference in occlusion-errors, although occlusion is not di-
rectly handled as discrete labels. We follow the same representation in [15] and achieved
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Table 4.2: Quantitative Results on KITTI Optical Flow 2015 Dataset. The errors are
reported as background error(Fl-bg), foreground error (Fl-fg), and all pixels (Fl-bg+Fl-fg),
NOC for non-occluded areas error and OCC for errors over all pixels. Methods that use
stereo information are shown as italic.
Method
OCC error NOC error
Fl-bg% Fl-fg% all% Fl-bg% Fl-fg% all% time
PRSM[84] 5.33 17.02 7.28 4.33 14.15 6.11 300 s
OSF[13] 5.62 22.17 8.37 4.21 18.65 6.83 50 min
PRSF[15] 11.73 27.32 14.39 6.94 23.64 9.97 150s
SOF [86] 14.63 27.73 16.81 8.11 23.28 10.86 6 min
SGM SF[85] 20.91 28.90 22.24 13.36 25.21 15.51 45 min
DiscreteFlow[87] 21.53 26.68 22.38 9.96 22.17 12.18 3 min
MotionSLIC [83] 14.86 66.21 23.40 6.19 64.82 16.83 30s
epicFlow [88] 25.81 33.56 27.10 15.00 29.39 17.61 15s
deepFlow [18] 27.96 35.28 29.18 16.47 31.25 19.15 17s
Ours 10.40 30.33 13.71 8.72 26.98 12.03 80 s
better performance in overall pixel errors and faster inference. Compared to all of these
methods, our method is the fastest.
KITTI Optical Flow Results: Table 4.2 shows our method compared to state-of-art
optical flow methods. Methods using stereo information are shown in italic. The deepFlow
[18] and epicFlow [88] methods are also presented; these also leverage DeepMatching for
data-association. Our method is third best for all-pixels estimation.
4.5.2 Ablation Study
The effects of choosing super-pixels: We show a visualization of superpixels in Fig. 4.7.
In Table 4.3, we evaluate the number of super-pixels as priors and their effects over the final
results. The evaluation are separately presented in first frame stereo error and the temporal
frame flow error. The superpixel number shows the seeds we generate for superpixels,
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which is not equal to the final number of superpixels. We merge all the superpixels smaller
than a set of 3 pixels (impossible to generate a plane from this set) to their neighborhood.
From both stereo and flow results, we can see the optimal superpixel number is from
2000 to 4000, which delivers us the best estimation. Although smaller superpixels can
better fit into the locally smooth and locally rigid assumption, we find the accuracy drops
when too many superpixels are generated (8000 or more).
We also show the percentage of images that throw under-constraints exceptions when
using Gauss-Newton Optimization methods. In general, these frames are solved by Levenberg-
Marquart algorithm. The under-constraints issues can happen if the superpixel sizes are too
small, or their measurements are treated as outliers. We find that it is inevitable in some
frames in general, e.g. a tree leaf as a superpixel (it is an isolated superpixel both in ap-
pearance and geometry). However, too many under-constraint superpixels demonstrate that
they worsen the system performance.
Choice of Factors: In Table 4.4, we evaluate the choice of each factor and their effects
in the results. During motion estimation, we see that multi-scale Census has an important
positive effect in improving convergence towards the optima. Note that the best choice of
weights for each factor was tuned by using a similar analysis. A more detailed parameter
analyses is presented in the supplement materials.
Contribution of Individual Steps: In Table 4.5, we generate intermediate results after
each step and show their errors over the ground truth. An initialization step from RANSAC
is crucial to the success of optimization. Skipping this step, the optimization will com-
pletely fail. These results were generated over the last 100 images in the KITTI training
sets, which were used as validation for parameter tuning. In many scenes, optimizations
of each sub-graph can be performed using Gauss Newton efficiently without losing much
accuracy. However, there is a potential for under-constrained sub-problems to occur for
some planes with limited measurements. We catch these exception when the system is ill-
conditioned and use Levenberg-Marquart to solve the system instead. Otherwise, Gauss
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Table 4.3: Quantitative evaluation over superpixel sizes. The errors are collected as
the disparity errors reference frame (D1) and flow error (Fl) from the first 100 images on
KITTI training data-set. The errors are reported as background (bg), foregound (fg), and
all pixels (bg+fg) in non-occluded areas (Noc). In the column of Ill-conditioned frame, it
shows the percentage of images in the total 100 frames that throw the an under-constraints
exceptions when using Gauss-Newton Optimization methods. We highlight the row of
2000 superpixels, which is the final number we use as priors.
Stereo
D1 % (Noc)
D1-bg % D1-fg % D1-all % time Ill-conditioned frames %
100 9.32 23.03 12.35 10.0s 0
500 7.48 19.43 9.56 13 s 7
1000 4.97 12.60 5.85 15 s 11
2000 4.17 10.28 4.89 22 s 24
4000 4.16 10.37 4.88 33 s 39
8000 4.40 11.02 5.05 58 s 96
Flow
F % (Noc)
F-bg % F-fg % F-all time Ill-conditioned frames %
100 23.0 50.61 32.32 20s 0
500 12.92 34.78 16.13 24s 8
1000 10.23 29.12 13.68 27s 13
2000 8.53 26.23 12.00 31s 28
4000 8.52 26.72 12.01 42s 45
8000 9.67 28.66 12.83 57s 96
Table 4.4: Ablation of factors. The non-occlusion error are used from 50 images of KITTI




D1-bg % D1-fg % D1-all %
Census (4.9) 9.21 19.22 12.31
Matching (4.10) 5.95 15.20 7.62
Census + Matching (4.9, 4.10) 5.66 15.01 6.93
Census + Continuity (4.9, 4.11) 4.85 14.22 5.94
All (4.9, 4.10, 4.11) 4.13 10.20 4.85
Flow
F % (Noc)
F-bg % F-fg % F-all
Census Raw only (4.9) 10.9 34.25 14.20
Census Multi-scale (4.9) 9.3 30.13 12.45
Matching only (4.10) 10.5 33.40 13.20
Census+piecewise motion (4.9,4.13) 9.0 29.01 12.45
Census + continuity (4.9, 4.12) 9.2 30.15 12.44
All (4.9, 4.10, 4.13, 4.12) 8.92 28.92 12.31
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Table 4.5: Evaluation of errors of each step(Non-occlusion score is reported from 100
images in training set of KITTI). The initialization in geometry estimation includes gener-
ating superpixels, stereo prior and plane-fitting ransac. The initialization in motion estima-
tion includes DeepMatching and Multi-hypothesis RANSAC.
Stereo
D1 % (Noc)
D1-bg % D1-fg % D1-all % time
Initialization 18.28 35.32 19.35 5.0s
Stereo Optimize (Gauss-Newton) 4.98 13.20 5.74 6 s
Stereo Optimize (Levenberg-Marquart) 4.13 10.20 4.85 20 s
Global Optimize (Levenberg-Marquart) 4.15 10.18 4.86 22 s
Flow
F % (Noc)
F-bg % F-fg % F-all time
Initialization 10.0 33.61 13.12 28s
Local Optimize (Gauss-Newton) 8.92 28.92 12.31 5s
Local Optimize (Levenberg-Marquart) 8.81 28.12 12.23 18s
Global Optimize (Levenberg-Marquart) 8.56 26.61 12.01 22s
Newton is preferred. In global optimization, we prefer Levenberg-Marquart algorithm due
to better handling of the non-linearity in the energy function.
4.6 Conclusion
Our proposed approach solves the scene flow problem in continuous domain, resulting
in a high accuracy (3rd) on the KITTI Scene Flow benchmark at a large computational
speedup. We show that faster inference is achievable by rethinking the solution as a non-
linear least-square problem, cast within a factor graph formulation. We then develop a
novel initialization method, leveraging a multi-scale differentiable Census-based cost and
DeepMatching. Given this initialization, we individually optimize geometry (stereo) and
motion (optical flow) and then perform a global refinement using Levenberg-Marquardt.
Analysis shows the positive effects of each of these contributions, ultimately leading to a
fast and accurate scene flow estimation.
Although the proposed method has already achieved significant speed and accuracy, the
performance of our optimization approach is not close to real-time performance. There are
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Raw images in reference view
Estimated disparity (top), ground truth (middle), error (down)
Estimated flow (top), ground truth (middle), error (down)
Figure 4.6: Qualitative Results in KITTI. We show the disparity and flow estimation






Figure 4.7: A visualization of different size superpixels. When use small number of su-
perpixels (500 or fewer), we lose the validity for local smooth and local rigid assumption.
When an appropriate size superpixel is generated, we can visually see this assumption
holds, even in tiny structured areas.
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several challenging points and failure cases that we cannot resolve, such as photometric
inconsistency in scenes and areas with aperture ambiguity. To address these problems, we
expect to explore more invariant representations than the current unary factors, and more
prior knowledge to enforce better local consistency.
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CHAPTER 5
LEARNING SCENE FLOW ESTIMATION
Summary
Estimation of 3D motion in a dynamic scene from a temporal pair of images is a core task in
many scene understanding problems. In real world applications, a dynamic scene is com-
monly captured by a moving camera (i.e., panning, tilting or hand-held), increasing the task
complexity because the scene is observed from different view points. The main challenge is
the disambiguation of the camera motion from scene motion, which becomes more difficult
as the amount of rigidity observed decreases, even with successful estimation of 2D image
correspondences. Compared to other state-of-the-art 3D scene flow estimation methods, in
this paper we propose to learn the rigidity of a scene in a supervised manner from a large
collection of dynamic scene data, and directly infer a rigidity mask from two sequential
images with depths. With the learned network, we show how we can effectively estimate
camera motion and projected scene flow using computed 2D optical flow and the inferred
rigidity mask. For training and testing the rigidity network, we also provide a new semi-
synthetic dynamic scene dataset (synthetic foreground objects with a real background) and
an evaluation split that accounts for the percentage of observed non-rigid pixels. Through
our evaluation we show the proposed framework outperforms current state-of-the-art scene
flow estimation methods in challenging dynamic scenes.
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5.1 Introduction
Scene flow estimation from visual sequences in a dynamic environment is challenging
when the scene is observed from different view points and the amount of coverage of
moving objects in each image is significant. This is mainly because the disambiguation
of camera motion (ego-motion) from object motion requires the correct identification of
rigid static structure of a scene.
Recently there are remarkable progress in learning dense correspondences in 2D tasks,
e.g. optical flow [19, 46, 48] and these methods have demonstrated the ability to can gener-
alize to new scenes. The success of learning inspires us to view scene flow as a correspon-
dence regression problem. If we can disentangle scene flow in 3D domain from the optical
flow in 2D observations, we should also be able to learn scene flow.
To disambiguate optical flow induced by ego-motion from scene flow requires the cor-
rect identification of the static structure of a scene, which has been called rigidity [89].
Wulff et al. [89] assume there is a high correlation of rigidity to the semantic information,
and thus we can use semantic segmentation as prior knowledge to isolate rigid motions.
However, using semantic information as prior knowledge often does not stand true on its
own. Many objects can move by external forces although most of the time they remain
static. Solving rigidity in scene flow has also been tacked from the classical scene flow
approaches using other assumptions, such as piecewise rigid motion [84, 90], clustering
local motions [39], and semantic grouping [36]. Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC)
and its variants are one of the most widely used techniques to extract the motion inliers
based on the statistics but it can also often fail if used alone when the motions are complex
and ambiguous.
Unlike previous work which defines the rigidity using intermediate information, we
propose to train a network which takes two-views as input and can infer per-pixel rigidity







(a) Two RGB-D frames
(b) Rigidity (red for
dynamic scene) (c) Ego motion flow (d) Projected scene flow
Figure 5.1: Our estimated Rigidity (b), Ego-motion Flow (c) and Projected scene flow (d)
(bottom row) compared to the ground truth (top row). The rigidity mask allows us to solve
for the relative camera transform and compute the 3D motion field given the optical flow.
large-scale dynamic scene data. Our framework, shown in Fig. 5.2, takes a two sequential
image pair as the input and mainly focuses on dynamic scenes with a moving camera (e.g.,
panning), where camera motion and objects motions are entangled in each observation. To
solve for 2D correspondences, our framework relies on 2D optical flow, and is not tied
to any particular algorithm. To provide better supervision during training and encourage
generalization, we develop a tool and methodology that enables the creation of a scalable
semi-synthetic RGB-D dynamic scene dataset, which we call REFRESH. This dataset com-
bines real-world static rigid background with non-rigid synthetic human motions [91] and
provides ground truth color, depth, rigidity, optical flow and camera pose.
Contributions: In summary, our major contributions are:
1. A learning-based rigidity and pose estimation algorithm for dynamic scenes with a
moving camera.
2. An RGBD scene flow algorithm that builds on inference from rigidity, pose, and
existing 2D optical flow, which outperforms the state-of-the-art methods. We have
released our code repository is at https://github.com/NVlabs/learningrigidity.git.
3. A new semi-synthetic dynamic scene data and its creation tool: REal 3D From RE-
construction with Synthetic Humans (REFRESH). We have made dataset and the

























Figure 5.2: An overview of our proposed inference architecture for 3D motion field es-
timation. Our method takes two RGB-D frames as inputs independently processed by two
networks. The Rigidity Transform Network (RTN) estimates the relative camera transform
and rigid/non-rigid regions. The flow network [48] computes dense flow correspondences.
We further refine the relative pose with dense flow over the rigid region. With the refined
pose, we compute 3D motion field and projected scene flow from the ego-motion flow.
5.2 Two View Correspondences and Scene Flow
Here we define the relationship between 2D image correspondences and scene flow in
physical 3D scenes with object motions and camera motion derived from relative camera
poses between two temporal views.
Let xt ∈ R3 be the location of a point x on a non-rigid surface Ωt of a moving object
with respect to a fixed world coordinate system at time t. We define δxt→t+1 as the 3D
motion vector of x from time t to time t + 1, which is scene flow discussed in this paper.
When xt is observed by a camera with known intrinsics, we define π(xt) to be the projec-
tion of xt to image coordinates ut, and π−1(ut, zt) the inverse projection into 3D camera
coordinates given the known depth zt.
Scene flow, 2D Optical Flow, and Camera Pose: Optical flow offers direct 2D associa-
tions of measurements in It and It+1. Suppose Ct is a known camera extrinsic matrix from
It. Then the optical flow δut→t+1 from It to It+1 can be defined as follows:























Optical flow from camera motion
!x#→% Scene flow
!x#→%
Figure 5.3: Two-frame scene flow in a dynamic scene. We show the geometry of a
dynamic scene where the camera moves from I0 to I1, and point x0 moves to x1 (denoted
as green circles), and their projections in the two images are shown as u0,u1 respectively
(red circles). Note that u′0 is a projected location of x0 in I1, as if x0 were observed by
I1, and can be computed by camera motion as δucm0→1, and u0 in I1 is visualizing the pixel
location it had in I0. If the camera was static and observed both x0 and x1 at the position
of I1, optical flow δu
of
0→1 would be same to a projected scene flow δu
sf1
0→1. The right image
show each flow in I1 of dynamic scene under camera panning.
(5.1) states the two-view geometric relationship between 2D optical flow and 3D scene
flow. We can simplify it by considering the camera’s relative motion from I0 to I1, i.e.
assuming t = 0 and setting C0 to identity:
δuof0→1 = π(C1(x0 + δx0→1))− π(x0) (5.2)
Given the optical flow δuof0→1 and the depth from the RGBD data, the 3D scene flow vector
can be computed as:
δx0→1 = C−11 π−1(u0 + δu
of
0→1, z1)− π−1(u0, z0) (5.3)
Note that C1 can be computed from 2D correspondences that follow two-view epipolar ge-
ometry [92], and the corresponding points should lie on the rigid and static background
structure. This is especially challenging when the scene contains dynamic components
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(moving objects) as well as a rigid and stationary background structure. As such, identify-
ing inliers and outliers using rigidity is a key element for successful relative camera pose
estimation, and thus is necessary to achieve reaching accurate scene flow estimation in a
dynamic scene [93, 39].
Egomotion Flow from a Moving Camera in a Static Scene: When an observed x in a
scene remains static between the two frames, δx0→1 = 0 and therefore x1 = x0. Then, the
observed optical flow is purely induced by the camera motion and we refer it as a camera
egomotion flow:
δucm0→1 = π(C1x0)− π(x0) (5.4)
Projected Scene Flow and Rigidity: As described in Fig. 5.3, the projected scene flow
is a projection of a 3D scene flow δx0→1 in I1 if x0 was observed from I1, which can be
computed from camera ego-motion and optical flow:
δusf0→1 = δu
of
0→1 − δucm0→1 (5.5)
The projected scene flow (in a novel view) is also referred to non-rigid residual [38, 60].
All locations with zero values in projected scene flow indicate the rigidity region in ground
truth data. As demonstrated in Fig. 5.3, the projected scene flow is a useful tool to eval-
uate the results of dense scene flow estimation in the 2D domain which requires accurate
estimation of both camera pose and optical flow.
5.3 Learning Scene Flow Pipeline
Refer to the relationship between scene flow, optical flow and relative camera pose dis-
cussed in Section 5.2. we introduce a framework that refines the relative camera transform
and the optical flow with a rigidity mask for accurate scene flow estimation.
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Deconv3 (256, 128, 4, 2)
Deconv2 (128, 64, 4, 2)
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Figure 5.4: Rigidity-Transform network (RTN) architecture The inputs to the RTN are
12 channel tensors encoded with [(u − cx)/fx, (v − cy)/fy, 1/d, r, g, b] computed from a
pair of RGB-D images and camera intrinsics. The fully convolutional network predicts
pose as a translation and euler angles, and scene rigidity as a binary mask.
Fig. 5.2 shows the overview of our proposed pipeline. Given a temporal pair of RGB-D
images, we concurrently run the optical flow and rigidity-transform network. The flow
network [48] offers the 2D correspondence association between frames, and our proposed
rigidity-transform network provides an estimate of the camera transform and the rigidity
mask. The camera pose is refined using the flow correspondences and the rigidity mask.
5.3.1 Rigidity-Transform Network
Previous work regressing pose focused on either purely static or quasi-static scenes, where
scene motions are absent or their amount is minimal [54, 94, 57]. In dynamic scenes with
a moving camera, camera pose estimation can be challenging due to the ambiguity induced
by the camera motion and scene (object) motion. Existing solutions disambiguate the two
using prior information in motion or semantic knowledge [39, 36, 38, 86]. We propose to
replace this hand-coded criteria by a fully-convolutional network that jointly learns camera
motion and a segmentation of the scene into dynamic and static regions. We represent
this rigidity segmentation as a binary mask with the static scene masked as rigid. The rigid
scene components will obey the epipolar constraints induced by the camera ego-motion and
serve as the regions of attention of the camera transform. We name it rigidity-transform
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network (RTN), shown in Fig. 5.4.
Given a pair of RGB-D frames, we pre-process each frame into a 6 channel tensor [(u−
cx)/fx, (v − cy)/fy, 1/d, r, g, b], from camera intrinsics parameters [fx, fy, cx, cy] and the
depth d. Considering the different range of depth values, this representation is numerical
stable in training and delivers good generalization performance. We truncate 1/d to the
range [1e− 4, 10], which is able to cover scenes of various scales. We concatenate the two-
frame tensors to a 12-channel tensor as input to our network. The network is composed of
an encoder followed by pose regression and a decoder followed by the rigidity.
Encoder: The encoder is composed of five stride-2 convolutional layers (1-5) which
gradually reduce spatial resolution and one stride-1 convolution as the conv-6 layer. Each
convolution is followed by a batchnorm and ReLU layer. The target is to predict the cam-
era relative translation t and rotation Θ. After the conv-6 layer, we use a spatial-average
pooling (SAP) to reduce the feature into a 1024D vector. With two 1 × 1 convolution
layers that outputs 3 channels, we separately estimate the t and Θ. We assume the rela-
tive camera transformation between two frames is small and thus we represent the rotation
R(α, β, γ) = Rx(α)Ry(β)Rz(γ) with Euler angles Θ = [α, β, γ]. The regression loss is a
weighted combination of the robust Huber loss ρ(·) for translation and rotation as:
Lp = ρ(t− t?) + wΘρ(Θ−Θ?) (5.6)
Decoder: The decoder network is composed of five deconvolution (transpose convolution)
layers which gradually upsample the conv-6 feature into input image scale and reshape it
into the original image resolution. We estimate the rigidity attention as a binary segmenta-
tion problem with binary cross-entropy loss Lr. The overall loss is a weighted sum of both
loss functions: Lc = wpLp + Lr.
Enforcing Network Learning from Two Views: To learn the rigid regions of two views,
we enforce the network to capture both scene structures and epipolar constraints w.r.t. two
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views from two aspects. First, our network is fully convolutional and we regress the camera
pose from the SAP layer which preserves feature distributions spatially. Features for rigid-
ity segmentation and pose regression can interact directly with each other spatially across
each feature map. We do not use any skip layer connections. Our experiments in Section ??
show simultaneously learning of camera pose and rigidity can help RTN achieve better gen-
eralization in complex scenes. Second, we randomly use two identical views as input and a
fully rigid mask as output with 20% probability during data augmentation, which prevents
the network from only using a single view for its prediction.
5.3.2 Camera Pose Refinement from Rigidity and Flow
From Section 5.2 we can compute the 3D motion field given the optical flow and the
camera pose. To solve for the 3D motion field accurately from two views, we require
a precise camera transformation. The pose output from RTN may not always precisely
generalize to new test scenes. To overcome this, we propose a refinement step based on the
estimated rigidity B and bidirectional dense optical flow δuof0→1 and δu
of
1→0 (with forward





[I]ρ(C1x0 − x1) (5.7)
where xi = π−1(ui, zi) in all background regionsB, predicted by the RTN. [I] is an Iverson
bracket for all the inlier correspondences.
The inlier correspondences are filtered in several steps. We first use forward backward
consistency check for bidirectional optical flow with a threshold of 0.75 to remove all
flow correspondences which are not consistent. This generates the occlusion map O. To
prevent outliers at the boundary of rigidity B and occlusion O, we use a morphological
operator with patch size 10 to dilate B and O. From all correspondences, we uniformly
sample bidirectional flow correspondences with a stride of 4 and select 1e4 points among
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(a) 3D reconstruction (b) raw color image (c) raw depth image (d) synthetic humans
(e) rendered rigidity (f) composited color (g) composited depth (h) composited gt flow
Figure 5.5: REFRESH dataset creation pipeline With a captured RGB-D trajectory, the
scene is reconstructed as a 3D mesh by BundleFusion [95] (a), with raw RGB-D input as
(b) and (c). With sampled frames from the camera trajectory, we load synthetic human
models [91] with motions randomly into the 3D as (d), and render the rigidity mask (e),
Finally we composite the rendered ground truth with its corresponding 3D views and the
final semi-synthetic RGB-D views (f) and (h), with optical flow ground truth as (i).
them that are closest to the camera viewport. These help to solves the optimization more
efficiently and numerically stable. We also use the Huber norm ρ· as a robust way to handle
the remaining outliers.
We solve (5.7) efficiently via Gauss-Newton with C1 initialized from the RTN output.
With accurate filtered correspondences, we found explicit initialize the pose using regres-
sion result is not necessary.
5.4 Create Training Dataset: REFRESH
Training our network requires a sufficient amount of dynamic RGB-D images in diverse
scenes and ground truth in the form of known camera pose, rigidity mask, and optical
flow. However, acquiring such ground truth from the real-world data is difficult or even
infeasible. Existing dataset acquisition tools include rendered animations like SINTEL[96]
and Monka[31], and frames captured from games [97]. SINTEL [96] has a small number
of frames, so we use it for testing instead of training. Most approaches render scenes
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using rigid 3D object models [98, 19, 31] with the concept. Among all existing tools and
datasets, only Things3D[31] provides sufficient 3D training samples for learning 3D flow
with moving camera ground truth. However, it only uses a small set of 3D objects with
textured images at infinity as static scene context and rigid objects as the dynamic scene.
5.4.1 Dataset Rendering Details
To overcome the dataset issue, we propose a semi-synthetic scene flow dataset: REal 3D
from REconstruction with Synthetic Humans, which we name as REFRESH. For this task
we leverage the success of state of the art 3D reconstruction systems [95, 99, 100], which
directly provide dense 3D meshes and optimized camera trajectories. We use a pre-captured
RGB-D dataset and create dynamic 4D scenes by rendering non-rigid 3D moving objects
with pre-defined trajectories. We overlay synthetic objects over the original footage to
obtain a composite image with the ground truth as shown in Fig. 5.5.
We use Blender 2.781 to create the dataset, fully automated with python scripts without
any GUI interaction, which scales well to the creation of the entire dataset. We separately
render the background 3D meshes and foreground nonrigid humans, which allows us to
speed up the rendering process. Since we use the raw color image as the background image
and only use the geometry ground truth from multi-pass rendering (depth, flow, and seg-
mentation), lighting does not affect background rendering with or without the foreground.
Such separation can significantly boost the dataset creation speed. We can finish the entire
rendering process using BundleFusion [95] 3D scenes in two days on a 28-core CPU server.
Real 3D Reconstructed Scenes: We use the 3D meshes created with BundleFusion [95].
The authors released eight reference 3D meshes with the 25K input RGB-D images, camera
intrinsic and extrinsic parameters.
Synthetic humans: We create non-rigid scene elements with the method introduced in
SURREAL [91] with synthetic textures (772 clothes textures and 158 CAESAR textures).
1Blender: https://www.blender.org/
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The illuminated textures are used as the appearance of humans in our composted dynamic
scenes. Each synthetic body is created from realistic articulated human body models [72]
and pose actions are from the CMU MoCap database [101] with more than 20K sequences
of 23 action categories. The human textures are composed of SMPL CAESAR scans and
real clothing registered with Dyna [102]. We create each synthetic human with random
gender, body shape, cloth texture, action and their positions in the 3D scene which guar-
antees the diversity of dynamic scenes. We control the visibility of human models along
the trajectory by putting the pelvis point of each human model in the free space w.r.t. the
ego-centric viewpoint from a selected frame along the trajectory. The free space is sampled
by the corresponding depth. For every 100 frames, we select n frames (n sample from
∼ N (15, 5)) and insert n human models into the scene.
Rendering and ground-truth generation: We use Cycles from the Blender suite as our
rendering engine. The lighting is created using spherical harmonics, as in [91]. First, we
set the virtual camera using the same 3D scene camera intrinsic and spatial resolution.
The camera extrinsic follows the real-data trajectory (computed from BundleFusion [95]).
Thus, we can use the raw color image rather than rendered image as background texture
which is photo-realistic and contains artifacts such as motion blur. With the same camera
settings, we separately render the 3D reconstructed static mesh and the synthetic humans,
and composite them using alpha-matting. Different from the color image, the depth map
is rendered from the 3D mesh, which is less noisy and more complete than raw depth.
Since the camera movement during the 3D acquisition is small between frames, we sub-
sample frames at intervals of [1,2,5,10,20] to create larger motions. We employ a multi-pass
rendering approach to generate depth, optical flow and rigidity mask as our ground truth.
We split the camera trajectory into multiple clips. Each clip is a continuous 100-frame
sequence, with randomly loaded human models and actions. There are two major mo-
tivations to rendering the outputs in clips rather than an entire trajectory: 1. We can load
different random human bodies and motions for different clips in the same trajectory, which
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Table 5.1: The number of rendered images generated in our REFRESH dataset using
BundleFusion [95] as 3D scenes.
apt0 apt1 apt2 copyroom office0 office1 office2 office3 Total
keyframe 1 8560 8495 3873 4478 6083 5727 3494 3757 44467
keyframe 2 4280 4248 1937 2239 3043 2863 1748 1882 22240
keyframe 5 1712 1700 776 895 1220 1146 700 752 8901
keyframe 10 856 849 338 447 609 572 349 376 4446
keyframe 20 427 424 195 223 304 286 174 189 2222
keyframe 50 171 169 78 89 123 114 69 75 888
Total 16006 15885 7247 8371 11382 10708 6534 5149 83164
increase the motion diversity both in action and appearance; 2. There are numerous human
models generated along the entire trajectory, which composes complex meshes in 3D and
slow for rendering. Rendering individual clip with several human models is much faster in
execution, with an average of 3 seconds per frame.
We use the rendered depth from 3D scenes instead of the raw 3D scene depth for all
the training. Compared to the raw depth, the rendered depth is less noisy and contains less
missing measurements and has a per-pixel correspondence to the other ground truth, e.g.,
optical flow. However, the rendered depth does not guarantee a valid per-pixel value due to
the incomplete 3D reconstruction from raw measurements. We marked the projected pixels
from incomplete regions (holes in 3D reconstruction) as invalid region, and exclude them
from the training on-the-fly.
5.4.2 Dataset statistics
We rendered dataset using the optimized camera trajectory during 3D reconstruction as the
camera extrinsic setting. Since the camera movement during 3D acquisition is small and
stable between frames, we also use the sampled key-frames from the camera trajectory
during rendering. We name the sub-sample trajectory based on their frame interval n as
keyframe n: keyframe1 represents that we use every frame along the trajectory during
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Figure 5.6: Histogram distributions of optical flow, depth, and rigidity from our rendered
REFRESH dataset in the training set. We calculate the distribution from three splits using
keyframes 1, 2, 5 independently. In each of the split, we show the flow magnitude distribu-
tion (top) in pixels, depth distribution (medium) in centimeters, and nonrigid ratio (belows)
in the number of different images. 66
dataset creation and keyframe10 represents we use every ten frames. We list the number
of static scene frames with varying keyframes in Table 5.1.
Fig. 5.6 shows the histogram distributions of our outputs in optical flow, depth, and
rigidity from the rendered REFRESH dataset. We show the histogram distribution indepen-
dently for the data rendered from different keyframes (1,2,5). Compare different keyframe
splits, the distribution in depth and non-rigid area ratio in the images are similar and when
using larger keyframes, the output optical flow tends to have a larger displacement. When
using rendered outputs from larger keyframes, we can simulate the observations from a
camera with larger motions.
During training, we empirically find the network generalize the best when using keyframe
[1,2,5] from the optimized trajectory from BundleFusion. We use the first seven scenes in
BundleFusion as our training set (’apt0’, ’apt1’, ’apt2’, ’copyroom’, ’office0’, ’office1’,
’office2’) as our training set with a total of 69218 pairs of frames, and use ’office3’ as the
validation set with 6390 pairs of frames.
5.5 Experiments
We implemented the RTN in PyTorch, and the pose refinement in C++ with GTSAM 4.0.
The PWCNet [48] is trained in Caffe. We integrate all the modules through Python. We
use 68K images from our REFRESH dataset for training. We train RTN from scratch using
weight initialization from He et al.[103] and Adam optimizer (β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.999,
learning rate of 2e−4) on 3 GPUs for 12 epochs. During training, the rigidity mask loss is
accumulated over 5 different scales with balanced weights, and we choose wΘ = 100. We
follow the same training as PWC-net Sun et al. [48].
We evaluate our approach under various settings to show the performance of rigidity
and pose estimation and their influence on scene flow estimation. For the effective analysis
in scenes with different levels of non-rigid motions, we create a new test split from SINTEL
data [96] based on the non-rigid number of pixels percentage. In Sec. 5.5.2, we provide a
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comparison of the performance with different settings for RTN, refinement and other state-
of-the-arts methods. In Sec. 5.5.3, we qualitative evaluate of our method using real world
images. Please also refer to the video for more qualitative evaluations.
Datasets: We perform evaluation primarily on the challenging SINTEL dataset [96],
which is a 3D rendered animation containing a sequence of 23 dynamic scenes with cin-
ematic camera motion. For the test split, to effectively evaluate and analyze the im-
pact of different levels of non-rigid motions in the estimation, we choose alley 2(1.8%),
temp 2(5.8%), market 5(27.04%), ambush 6(38.96%), cave 4(47.10%), where (·) indi-
cates the average non-rigid regions in each scene sequence. These examples also contain a
sufficient amount of camera motion. We use the first 5 frames in the rest of the 18 scenes
as a validation set, and the remaining images for training in our finetuning setting.
5.5.1 Baseline and Ablations
We evaluate our method compared to the following baselines and ablation settings.
Classical RGB-D scene flow: We compare our method to two state-of-art RGB-D scene
flow solutions: SRSF [38] and VO-SF [39]. Both of these methods are optimization-based
approaches that explicitly estimate the camera transform as part of the solution to flow
correspondence.
Refinement only: . We denote it as solving the refinement stage without any information
acquired from RTN. This strategy is often used to solve rigid motions by assuming non-
rigid motions can be filtered in optimization as high-frequency outliers [6, 39].
RANSAC flow: . We use three-point RANSAC algorithm to calculate the camera pose
from the flow and depth.
Semantic rigidity: To demonstrate the performance of our rigidity estimation (RTN),
we compare our method to semantic rigidity estimation [89], which assumes that the non-
rigid motion can be predicted from its semantic labelling. To fairly evaluate the gener-
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Table 5.2: Quantitative evaluation in flow residuals using SINTEL dataset on our test
split. The ratio of Nonrigid (NR) Region indicates the average ratio of pixels in the scene
which represents the complexity of dynamic motion in the scene. We report the EPE in
egomotion flow (EF) and projected scene flow (PSF). For all the baseline methods in both
non-finetuning (NO FT) and finetuning (FT) setting, we use the same optical flow network
trained as our method. The lowest residual under the same setting (e.g. NO FT, clean set)
is highlighted as bold. For (f) & (p), the RTN is trained using FlyingThings dataset [31].
NR<10% NR 10%-40% NR>40% All Test
alley 2 temple 2 market 5 ambush 6 cave4 Average
EF PSF EF PSF EF PSF EF PSF EF PSF EF PSF
CLEAN (no motion blur)
(a) SRSF [38] 4.24 7.25 7.59 16.55 25.26 31.67 17.84 37.21 10.77 11.82 12.47 18.57
(b) VOSF [39] 6.53 1.13 5.13 10.36 16.02 35.24 13.39 28.31 6.05 9.30 8.86 15.24
NO
FT
(c) Refine only 0.29 0.48 0.90 2.95 8.81 22.34 3.59 14.39 2.18 5.88 3.09 8.47
(d) Semantic[89]+Refine 0.25 0.53 1.07 3.87 5.77 15.74 1.70 9.58 0.85 4.34 1.96 6.42
(e) RANSAC+Flow 0.31 0.57 0.47 2.73 7.36 19.19 3.86 14.89 2.17 5.94 2.69 7.78
(f) RTN(Things[31])+Refine 0.34 0.60 1.47 3.98 7.21 18.73 21.84 23.97 1.17 4.90 4.20 5.85
(g) RTN(no-pose)+Refine 0.13 0.45 0.49 2.79 5.78 16.24 3.72 16.92 1.67 5.37 2.07 7.09
(h) RTN+Refine 0.18 0.48 0.46 2.72 1.61 11.86 0.97 8.61 0.63 4.05 0.74 5.10
FT (i) Semantic[89]+Refine 0.19 0.46 0.50 2.73 2.73 13.45 1.13 9.94 2.07 5.87 1.35 5.98
(j) RTN+Refine 0.18 0.47 0.42 2.64 1.69 11.53 0.47 7.74 0.91 4.34 0.77 5.03
FINAL (with motion blur)
(k) SRSF [38] 4.33 7.78 7.59 15.51 24.93 31.29 17.26 39.08 10.80 13.29 12.37 18.86
(l) VOSF [39] 6.29 1.54 5.69 8.91 15.99 35.17 13.37 24.02 6.23 9.28 8.96 14.61
NO
FT
(m) Refine only 0.28 0.57 0.90 3.77 8.80 20.64 3.59 20.41 2.18 6.52 3.09 8.95
(n) Semantic[89]+Refine 0.25 0.52 0.96 3.83 >100 >100 20.23 35.46 11.05 12.81 >100 >100
(o) RANSAC+Flow 0.36 0.61 0.62 3.41 4.68 18.69 5.79 20.86 2.28 6.55 2.31 8.47
(p) RTN(Things[31])+Refine 0.25 0.52 5.06 9.82 4.88 16.99 33.44 52.21 1.05 5.07 5.44 11.88
(q) RTN(no-pose)+Refine 0.19 0.48 0.82 3.58 2.15 13.97 3.34 20.02 1.52 5.72 1.36 7.14
(r) RTN+Refine 0.18 0.47 0.88 3.93 0.79 11.87 2.82 19.42 0.66 4.66 0.82 6.29
FT (s) Semantic[89]+Refine 0.19 0.48 1.91 5.19 1.58 13.02 2.58 19.11 2.13 6.50 1.55 7.39




Our Rigidity (No Finetuning)
Ground Truth Projected Scene Flow
Our Projected Scene Flow (No Finetuning)
VOSF[39]
Figure 5.7: Qualitative visualization of our results on SINTEL test split. We com-
pare our rigidity prediction with the output using semantic rigidity [89] trained on our
REFRESH dataset and our projected scene flow with output of VOSF [39].
alization ability of semantic rigidity w.r.t our RTN, we follow Wulff et al [89] and use
the DeepLab [106] architecture with weights initialized from the pre-trained MS-COCO
model, but trained over the same data we used for our model. In the pose refinement stage,
we substitute our rigidity from RTN with the semantic rigidity. For the fine-tuned eval-
uation on SINTEL, we re-train both our RTN and the semantic rigidity network. Both
baselines use the same optical flow network with the same weights, and all methods use the
same depth from SINTEL ground truth. We use the EPE in egomotion flow and projected
scene flow defined in Section 5.2 as a metric.
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Table 5.3: Quantitative evaluation in relative camera transfrom using our SINTEL
test split. We report the relative pose error [104] (RPE) composed of translation (t) error
and rotation error (r) in Euler angles (degree) in SINTEL depth metric averaged on from
outputs using clean and final pass.
NR Region <10% NR Region 10% - 40% NR Region >40% All Test
alley 2 temple 2 market 5 ambush 6 cave4 Average
RPE(t) RPE(r) RPE(t) RPE(r) RPE(t) RPE(r) RPE(t) RPE(r) RPE(t) RPE(r) RPE(t) RPE(r)
ORB-SLAM [105] 0.0300 0.0190 0.1740 0.0220 0.1500 0.0160 0.0550 0.0280 0.0167 0.0277 0.0894 0.0218
SRSF [38] 0.0487 0.0141 0.1763 0.0117 0.1566 0.0105 0.0672 0.0729 0.0218 0.0150 0.0980 0.0180
VOSF[39] 0.1043 0.0316 0.1055 0.0155 0.0605 0.0006 0.0375 0.0190 0.0438 0.0046 0.0750 0.0136
Registration [1] 0.0400 0.0094 0.3990 0.0381 0.0269 0.0073 0.0698 0.0225 0.0551 0.0076 0.1251 0.0162
RANSAC+Flow 0.0026 0.0047 0.0258 0.0033 0.0446 0.0043 0.0318 0.0082 0.0318 0.0411 0.0267 0.0039
Our RTN Pose 0.0349 0.0237 0.1589 0.0120 0.1520 0.0208 0.0455 0.0493 0.0233 0.0212 0.0883 0.0220
Ours (no ft) 0.0015 0.0036 0.0215 0.0010 0.0059 0.0009 0.0153 0.0061 0.0053 0.0009 0.0091 0.0020
Table 5.4: Evaluation of rigidity using mean IOU of rigid and nonrigid scenes.
mean IOU REFRESH val SINTEL clean val SINTEL final val
Semantic Rigidity [2] trained on REFRESH 0.934 0.392 0.446
RTN trained on Things [4] - 0.283 0.286
RTN trained on our REFRESH 0.956 0.542 0.627
5.5.2 Quantitative Results
Scene flow evaluation metrics: We list the end-point-error (EPE) of the ego-motion
flow (EF) and projected scene flow (PSF) as defined in Section 5.2. Our proposed metric
overcomes the traditional difficulty of 3D motion flow evaluation.
Scene flow evaluation: We show our quantitative evaluations using flow metric in Ta-
ble 5.2, relative pose metric in Table 5.3, and the rigidity IOU in Table 5.4. The qualitative
result is shown in Fig. 5.7. We can draw the following conclusions from the comparison
from the results.
• Compared to classical optimization based scene flow method SRSF[38] or VOSF[39],
our proposed algorithm with learned rigidity can improve scene flow accuracy by a
significant margin (rows (a),(b) vs (f); (i),(j) vs (n));
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• The rigidity mask from our RTN performs better than the single-view semantic seg-
mentation based approach [89], particularly in the more realistic final pass setting
with no fine-tuning (NO FT) (rows (d) vs (e),(f); (l) vs (m),(n));
• As shown in RTN+refine setting, jointly learning rigidity with pose transform can
achieve better performance than learning RTN without pose-regression (rows (e) vs
(f); (m) vs (n))
• Compared to the semantic rigidity mask [89], which relies on fine-tuning on SINTEL
to achieve better performance, our learned rigidity can generalize to unseen complex
scenes and perform as well as the fine-tuned model. Our rigidity prediction can
capture unseen objects well, as shown by the dragon in Figure 5.7.
The Camera Pose evaluation: We include two additional baselines for pose evaluation:
depth-based ORB-SLAM[105] and point cloud registration [107]. As mentioned, the ac-
curacy of all relevant methods in dynamic scenes with moving camera highly relies on the
ability ignore the non-rigid surfaces. As shown in the Table 5.3, our pose directly predicted
from RTN can achieve same or better accuracy with all relevant methods, and our final so-
lution without fine-tunning can out-perform all the state-of-the-art methods by a significant
margin.
The Rigidity Evaluation: Table 5.4 further shows the generalization comparison in rigid-
ity estimation. Our approach trained on our dataset generalizes significant better compared
to the same approach trained using Things3D[31] and the semantic rigidity[89] using the
same REFRESH data as we do.
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(a) Two-frame overlay (b) Depth of the first frame (c) Rigidity (red)
(d) Optical flow (e) Ego-motion flow (f) Projected scene flow
Figure 5.8: Qualitative visualization of dynamic sequences in TUM [104] sequences.
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Figure 5.9: Rigidity on KITTI with network trained on our REFRESH dataset. There
is no finetuning of the network using any urban scene data.
5.5.3 Evaluation on Real-world Images
Generalization to real dynamic scene RGBD data
We use three sequences from the TUM RGB-D datasets [104] which contains dynamic
motions observed from a moving Kinect camera. The depth input is noisy with missing
observations and the color images contain severe motion blur. We use the raw color and
depth input with provided calibrated camera intrinsics as input, and mark the regions as
invalid region when the depth value is not within [0.1, 8]. In invalid regions, we ignore the
rigidity prediction and treat the flow correspondence as outliers.
Considering there is no 3D motion flow ground truth for our real data, we visualize
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the rigidity prediction and projected scene flow to qualitatively show our algorithm perfor-
mance in Fig. 5.8. Our results show that our trained model on semi-synthetic data can also
generalize well to real noisy RGB-D data with significant motion blur.
Generalization of rigidity mask to outdoor domain
As an interest to see how our method and the data perform in a completely different do-
mains with above domain discrepancies, we performed a qualitative evaluation on KITTI
using the same RTN network trained on our dataset and dense depth calculated from PSM-
net [108] output. It is worth to note that a fair quantitative evaluation on the KITTI dataset
is challenging because: (1) the available ground truth depth from LIDAR is sparse for our
method, and (2) the portion of moving regions is smaller.
Fig. 5.9 shows that our RTN can generalize to KITTI reasonably well despite the do-
main gap and imperfect depth. We find the errors are more likely to happen in regions
where the input depth uncertainty is higher and the surfaces are rigid planar, or textureless,
which are not covered in our current generated data. This observation may inspire us to
generate a mixture of nonrigid and rigid moving objects to improve the dataset diversity.
5.6 Discussion and Conclusion
We have presented a learning-based approach to estimate the rigid regions in dynamic
scenes observed by a moving camera. Furthermore, we have shown that our framework
can accurately compute the 3D motion field (scene flow), and the relative camera trans-
form between two views. To provide better supervision to the rigidity learning task and
encourage the generalization of our model, we created a novel semi-synthetic dynamic
scene dataset, REFRESH, which contains real-world background scenes together with syn-
thetic foreground moving objects. Through various tests, we have shown that our proposed
method can outperform state-of-the-art solutions. We also included a new guideline for
dynamic scene evaluation regarding the amount of scene motion and camera motion.
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We observed some cases where the rigidity mask deviates from the ground-truth. We
noticed that in these situations the moving object size is small, or the temporal motions
between the two frames are small. In these cases, the error and deviations scales are small,
which does not significantly affect the 3D scene flow computed as a result. Note that the
success of this method also depends on the accuracy of optical flow. In scenarios when
the optical flow fails or produces a noisy result, the errors in the correspondences will also
propagate to 3D motion field. In future work, we can address these problems by exploiting
rendering more diverse datasets to encourage generalization in different scenes. We will
also incorporate both rigidity and optical flow to refine the correspondence estimation and
explore performance improvements with end-to-end learning, including correspondence
refinement and depth estimation from RGB inputs.
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CHAPTER 6
TAKING A DEEPER LOOK AT THE INVERSE COMPOSITIONAL
ALGORITHM
Summary
In this work, we provide a modern synthesis of the classic inverse compositional algo-
rithm for dense image alignment. We first discuss the assumptions made by this wellestab-
lished technique, and subsequently propose to relax these assumptions by incorporating
data-driven priors into this model. More specifically, we unroll a robust version of the
inverse compositional algorithm and replace multiple components of this algorithm using
more expressive models whose parameters we train in an end-to-end fashion from data.
Our experiments on several challenging 3D rigid motion estimation tasks demonstrate the
advantages of combining optimization with learning-based techniques, outperforming the




Since the seminal work by Lucas and Kanade [109], dense image alignment has become an
ubiquitous tool in computer vision with many applications including stereo reconstruction
[110], tracking [111, 112, 113], image registration [114, 115, 116], super-resolution [117]
and SLAM [118, 119, 120]. In this chapter, we provide a learning-based perspective on the
Inverse Compositional algorithm, an efficient variant of the original Lucas-Kanade image
registration technique. In particular, we lift some of the restrictive assumptions by parame-
terizing several components of the algorithm using neural networks and training the entire
optimization process end-to-end.
We will first briefly review the Lucas-Kanade algorithm, the Inverse Compositional
algorithm, as well as the robust M-Estimator which form the basis for our model. More
details can be found in the comprehensive reviews of Baker et al. [121, 122].
The Lucas-Kanade Algorithm: The Lucas-Kanade algorithm minimizes the photometric
error between a template and an image. Letting T : Ξ → RW×H and I : Ξ → RW×H





where I(ξ) denotes image I transformed using warp parameters ξ and T(0) = T denotes
the original template.
Minimizing (6.1) is a non-linear optimization task as the image I depends non-linearly
on the warp parameters ξ. The Lucas-Kanade algorithm therefore iteratively solves for the
warp parameters ξk+1 = ξk ◦∆ξ. At every iteration k, the warp increment ∆ξ is obtained
1The warping function Wξ : R2 → R2 might represent translation, affine 2D motion or (if depth is









using first-order Taylor expansion
min
∆ξ





Note that the “steepest descent image” J = ∂I(ξk)/∂ξ needs to be recomputed at every
iteration as it depends on ξk.
To handle outliers or ambiguities (e.g., multiple motions), robust estimation [123, 78]





where rk(∆ξ) = I(ξk ◦ ∆ξ) − T(0) is the residual between image I and template T at
the k’th iteration, and W is a diagonal weight matrix that depends on the residual2 and
is chosen based on the desired robust loss function ρ [78]. The minimizer of (6.4) after
linearization is obtained as the Gauss-Newton update step [124]:
(JTWJ)∆ξ = JTWrk(0) (6.5)
As the approximate Hessian JTWJ easily becomes ill-conditioned, a damping term is
added in practice. This results in the Levenberg–Marquardt (trust-region) update equation
[125]:
∆ξ = (JTWJ + λ diag(JTWJ))
−1
JTWrk(0) (6.6)
For different values of λ, the parameter update ∆ξ varies between the Gauss-Newton di-
rection and gradient descent. In practice, λ is chosen based on simple heuristics.
2We omit this dependency to avoid clutter in the notation.
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Algorithm 2: The Lucas-Kanade Algorithm
1 while ||rk|| > ε do
2 rk(0) = T(0)− I(ξk);
3 J = ∂I(ξk)/∂ξ;
4 ∆ξ = (JTWJ + λ diag(JTWJ))−1JTWrk(0) ;
5 ξk+1 = ξk ◦∆ξ
6 end
Inverse Compositional Algorithm: The inverse compositional (IC) algorithm [121]
avoids the repeated calculation of the ∂I(ξk)/∂ξ by applying the warp increments ∆ξ














where J = ∂T(0)/∂ξ is the Jacobian of the template T(0) with respect to the warp pa-
rameters ξ, which does not depend on ξk and can thus be pre-computed.
Algorithm 3: The Inverse Compositional Lucas-Kanade Algorithm
1 J = ∂T(0)/∂ξ ; // Pre-compute Jacobian
2 while ||rk|| > ε do
3 rk(0) = I(ξk)−T(0);
4 ∆ξ = (JTWJ + λ diag(JTWJ))−1JTWrk(0) ;
5 ξk+1 = ξk ◦ (∆ξ)−1
6 end
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The Limitations of Inverse Compositional Algorithm: Despite its widespread utility,
the IC method suffers from a number of important limitations. First, it assumes that the lin-
earized residual leads to an update which iteratively reaches a good local optimum. How-
ever, this assumption is invalid in the presence of high-frequency textural information or
noise in I or T. Second, choosing a good function ρ is difficult as the true data distribution
is often unknown. Moreover, Equation (6.4) does not capture correlations or higher-order
statistics in the inputs I and T as the residuals operate directly on the pixel values and the
weight matrix W is diagonal. Finally, damping heuristics do not fully exploit the informa-
tion available during optimization and thus lead to suboptimal solutions.
Contributions: We propose to combine the best of both (optimization and learning-based)
worlds by unrolling the robust IC algorithm into a more general parameterized feed-forward
model which is trained end-to-end from data. In contrast to generic neural network estima-
tors, this allows our algorithm to incorporate knowledge about the structure of the problem
(e.g., family of warping functions, 3D geometry) as well as the advantages of a robust
iterative estimation framework. At the same time, our approach relaxes the restrictive as-
sumptions made in the original IC formulation [121] by incorporating trainable modules
and learning the entire model end-to-end.
More specifically, we make the following contributions:
(A) We propose a Two-View Feature Encoder which replaces I,T with feature repre-
sentations Iθ,Tθ that jointly encode information about the input image I and the
template T. This allows our model to exploit spatial as well as temporal correlations
in the data.
(B) We propose a Convolutional M-Estimator that replaces W in (6.4) with a learned
weight matrix Wθ which encodes information about I, T and rk in a way such that
the unrolled optimization algorithm ignores irrelevant or ambiguous information as
well as outliers.
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(C) We propose a Trust Region Network which replaces the damping matrix λ diag(JTWJ)
in (6.6) with a learned damping matrix diag(λθ) whose diagonal entries λθ are es-
timated from “residual volumes” which comprise residuals of a trust-region update
when applying a range of hypothetical λ values.
We demonstrate the advantages of combining the classical IC method with deep learning
on the task of 3D rigid motion estimation using several challenging RGB-D datasets.
6.2 Related Work
We are not the first to inject deep learning into an optimization pipeline. In this section, we
first review classical methods, followed by direct pose regression techniques and related
work on learning-based optimization.
Classical Methods: Direct methods [126, 127] that align images using the sum-of-square
error objective (6.1) are prone to outliers and varying illuminations. Classical approaches
address this issue by exploiting more robust objective functions [109, 128], heuristically
chosen patch- [129] or gradient-based [115] features, and photometric calibration as a pre-
processing step [120]. The most common approach is to use robust estimation (6.4) as
in [130]. However, the selection of a good robust function is challenging and traditional
formulations assume that the same function applies to all pixels, ignoring correlations in the
inputs. Moreover, the inversion of the linearized system (6.5) may still be ill-conditioned
[131]. To overcome this issue, soft constraints in the form of damping terms (6.6) are added
to the objective [121, 122]. However, this may bias the system to sub-optimal solutions.
This paper addresses these problems by relaxing the main assumptions of the Inverse
Compositional (IC) algorithm [121, 122] using data-driven learning. More specifically,
we propose to learn the feature representation (A), robust estimator (B) and damping (C)
jointly to replace the traditional heuristic rules of classical algorithms.
Direct Pose Regression: A notably different approach to classical optimization techniques
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is to directly learn the entire mapping from the input to the warping parameters ξ from large
amounts of data, spanning from early work using linear hyperplane approximation [132] to
recent work using deep neural networks [54, 11, 57, 60, 75]. Prominent examples include
single image to camera pose regression [49, 50], image-based 3D object pose estimation
[52, 53] and relative pose prediction from two views [54, 11]. However, learning a direct
mapping requires high-capacity models and large amounts of training data. Furthermore,
obtaining pixel-accurate registrations remains difficult and the learned representations do
not generalize well to new domains. To improve accuracy, recent methods adopt cascaded
networks [133, 46] and iterative feedback [134]. Lin et al. [135] combines the multi-step
iterative spatial transformer network (STN) with the classical IC algorithm [121, 122] for
aligning 2D images. Variants of this approach have recently been applied to various 3D
tasks: Li et al. [136] proposes to iteratively align a 3D CAD model to an image. Zhou et al.
[55] jointly train for depth, pose and optical flow.
Different from [135] and its variants which approximate the pseudo-inverse of the Jaco-
bian implicitly using stacked convolutional layers, we exploit the structure of the optimiza-
tion problem and explicitly solve the original robust objective (6.4) with learned modules
using few parameters.
Learning-based Optimization: Recently, several methods have exploited the differen-
tiable nature of iterative optimization algorithms by unrolling for a fixed number of itera-
tions. Each iteration is treated as a layer in a neural network [Zsheng15iccv, 137, 138, 139,
140, 141]. In this section, we focus on the most related work which also tackles the least-
squares optimization problem [75, 118, 142, 143]. We remark that most of these techniques
can be considered special cases of our more general deep IC framework.
Wang et al. [111] address the 2D image tracking problem by learning an input repre-
sentation using a two-stream Siamese network for the IC setting. In contrast to us, they
exploit only spatial but not temporal correlations in the inputs (A), leverage a formulation
which is not robust (B) and do not exploit trust-region optimization (C).
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Clark et al. [118] propose to jointly learn depth and pose estimation by minimizing
photometric error using (6.7). In contrast to us, they do not learn feature representations
(A) and neither employ a robust formulation (B) nor trust-region optimization (C).
Ranftl et al. [142] propose to learn robust weights for sparse feature correspondences
and apply their model to fundamental matrix estimation. As they do not target direct image
alignment, their problem setup is different from ours. Besides, they neither learn input fea-
tures (A) nor leverage trust-region optimization (C). Instead, they solve their optimization
problem using singular value decomposition.
Concurrent to our work, Tang and Tan [143] propose a photometric Bundle Adjustment
network by learning to align feature spaces for monocular reconstruction of a static scene.
Different from us, they did not exploit temporal correlation in the inputs (A) and do not
employ a robust formulation (B). While they propose to learn the damping parameters (C),
in contrast to our trust-region volume formulation, they regress the damping parameters
from the global average pooled residuals.
6.3 Method
This section describes our model. A high-level overview over the proposed unrolled inverse-
compositional algorithm is given in Fig. 6.1. Using the same notation as in Section 6.1, our
goal is to minimize the error by warping the image towards the template, similar to (6.4):
min
ξ
r(ξ)T Wθ r(ξ) (6.9)
The difference to (6.4) is that in our formulation, the weight matrix Wθ as well as the
template Tθ(ξ) and the image Iθ(ξ) (and thus also the residual r(ξ) = Iθ(ξ) − Tθ(0))
depend on the parameters of a learned model θ.
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Figure 6.1: High-level Overview of our Deep Inverse Compositional (IC) Algorithm.
We stack [I,T] and [T, I] as inputs to our (A) Two-View Feature Encoder pyramid which
extracts 1-channel feature maps Tθ and Iθ at multiple scales using channel-wise summa-
tion. We then perform K IC steps at each scale using Tθ and Iθ as input. In each scale,
we pre-compute W using our (B) Convolutional M-estimator. For each of the K IC
iterations, we compute the warped image I(ξk) and rk. Subsequently, we sample N damp-
ing proposals λ(i) and compute the proposed residual maps r(i)k+1. Our (C) Trust Region
Network takes these residual maps as input and predicts λθ for the trust region update step.
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problem in (6.9), i.e., we linearize the objective and iteratively update the warp parameters
ξk+1 = ξk ◦ (∆ξ)−1 (6.10)
∆ξ = (JTWθJ + diag(λθ))
−1
JTWθ rk(0) (6.11)
rk = Iθ(ξk)−Tθ(0) (6.12)
J = ∂Tθ(0)/∂ξ (6.13)
starting from ξ0 = 0.
Algorithm 4: Deeper Inverse Compositional Algorithm with N iterations
1 J = ∂Tθ(0)/∂ξ ; // Pre-compute Jacobian
2 while k < N do
3 rk = Iθ(ξk)−Tθ(0);
4 ∆ξ = (JTWθJ + diag(λθ))
−1
JTWθ rk(0) ;
5 ξk+1 = ξk ◦ (∆ξ)−1
6 end
The most notable change from (6.6) is that the image features (Iθ,Tθ), the weight ma-
trix (Wθ) and the damping factors λθ are predicted by learned functions which have been
collectively parameterized by θ = {θI, θW, θλ}. Note that also the residual rk as well as the
Jacobian J implicitly depend on the parameters θ, though we have omitted this dependence
here for notational clarity. We will now provide details about these mappings.
(A) Two-View Feature Encoder: We use a fully convolutional neural network φθ to
extract feature maps from the image I and the template T:
Iθ = φθ([I,T]) (6.14)
Tθ = φθ([T, I]) (6.15)
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Here, the operator [·, ·] indicates concatenation along the feature dimension. Instead of I
and T we then feed Iθ and Tθ to the residuals in (6.12) and to the Jacobian in (6.13). Note
that we use the notation Iθ(ξk) in (6.12) to denote that the feature map Iθ is warped by a
warping function that is parameterized via ξ. More formally, this can be stated as Iθ(ξ) =
Iθ(Wξ(x)), where x ∈ R2 denote pixel locations andWξ : R2 → R2 is a warping function
that maps a pixel location to another pixel location. For instance, Wξ may represent the
space of 2D translations or affine transformations. In our experiments, we will focus on
challenging 3D rigid body motions, using RGB-D inputs and representing ξ as an element
of the Euclidean group ξ ∈ se(3).
Note that compared to directly using the image I and T as input, our features capture
high-order spatial correlations in the data, depending on the receptive field size of the
convolutional network. Moreover, they also capture temporal information as they operate
on both I and T as input.
(B) Convolutional M-Estimator: We parameterize the weight matrix Wθ as a diagonal
matrix whose elements are determined by a fully convolutional network ψθ that operates
on the feature maps and the residual:
Wθ = diag(ψθ(Iθ(ξk),Tθ(0), rk)) (6.16)
as is illustrated in Fig. 6.1. Note that this enables our algorithm to reason about relevant
image information while capturing spatial-temporal correlations in the inputs which is not
possible with classical M-Estimators. Furthermore, we do not restrict the implicit robust
function ρ to a particular error model, but instead condition ρ itself on the input. This
allows for learning more expressive noise models.
(C) Trust Region Network: For estimating the damping λθ we use a fully-connected
network as illustrated in Fig. 6.1. We first sample a set of scalar damping proposals λi on a
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logarithmic scale and compute the resulting Levenberg-Marquardt update step as
∆ξi = (J
TWJ + λi diag(JTWJ))
−1
JTWrk(0) (6.17)
We stack the resulting N residual maps
r
(i)
k+1 = Iθ(ξk ◦ (∆ξi)
−1)−Tθ(0) (6.18)
into a single feature map, flatten it, and pass it to a fully connected neural network νθ that













The intuition behind our trust region networks is that the residuals predicted using the
Levenberg-Marquardt update comprise valuable information about the damping parameter
itself. This is empirically confirmed by our experiments.
Coarse-to-Fine Estimation: To handle large motions, it is common practice to apply
direct methods in a coarse-to-fine fashion. We apply our algorithm at four pyramid levels
with three iterations each. Our entire model including coarse-to-fine estimation is illus-
trated in Fig. 6.1. We extract features at all four scales using a single convolutional neural
network with spatial average pooling between pyramid levels. We start with ξ = 0 at the
coarsest pyramid level, perform 3 iterations of our deep IC algorithm, and proceed with the
next level until we reach the original image resolution.
Training and Inference: For training and inference, we unroll the iterative algorithm in
equations (6.10)-(6.13). We obtain the gradients of the resulting computation graph using
auto-differentiation. For estimating the parameters θ in our unrolled optimization algorithm
we leverage ADAM [144].
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Figure 6.2: (A) Two-view Feature Encoder. We use [K, D, In, Out] as abbreviation for
[Kernel size, Dilation, Input channel size, Output channel size]. All convolutional layers
are followed by a BatchNorm layer and a ReLU layer. We use [B,H,W] as abbreviation for
the feature size [Batch size, Height of feature, Width of feature]. We use spatial average
pooling of size 2 to downsample features between two feature pyramids. We channel-wise
sum the output features of the encoder at each scale to obtain the resulting feature maps.
Bilinear Up-sample
[K:3, D:1, In: 4, Out: 16]
[K:3, D:2, In: 16, Out: 32]
[K:3, D:4, In: 32, Out: 64]






Figure 6.3: (B) Convolutional M-Estimator. We use [K, D, In, Out] as abbreviation for
[Kernel size, Dilation, Input channel size, Output channel size]. All convolutional layers
are followed by a BatchNorm layer and a ReLU layer. In our default weight-sharing setting,
all weights are shared across networks in different pyramids. At the coarsest image level
which does not require the up-sampled W as input, we set Win to 1.
6.4 Network Details
In the following, we describe the details of the network architectures used in our model.
(A) Two-view Feature Encoder: Fig. 6.2 shows the architecture of our two-view feature
encoder for estimating both Tθ and Iθ. The network takes two concatenated RGB-D views
as input. For the depth channel, we use the inverse depth d clamped to [0, 10]. For the 2D
affine experiments we use only the RGB channels.






Dim: Bx6x6 Dim: Bx6xN
Dim: Bx(6x6+ 6xN)
Linear + ReLU [Out: 128]
Linear + ReLU [Out: 256]
Linear + ReLU [Out: 6] Dim: Bx6
Figure 6.4: (C) Trust Region Network. We use B as abbreviation for Batch size. N
indicates the number of damping proposals. In the weight-sharing setting, all weights are
shared across networks at different pyramid levels. We use ’Linear’ to represent a fully
connected layer. The last ReLU layer ensures that the output λ is non-negative.
pyramid levels. Each feature encoder uses three dilated convolutional layers. We use a
Spatial Average Pooling layer to downsample the output features from the fine scale as
input to the next coarser scale.
(B) Convolutional M-Estimator: Fig. 6.3 shows the operations and parameters of the
Convolutional M-Estimator we use in this paper. In the coarse-to-fine inverse composi-
tional refinement, we add one more input to the network which is the predicted weight
from the coarser level pyramid. At each image pyramid, we bilinear upsample the weight
matrix predicted from the coarse scale Win, and concatenate it with Tθ, Iθ and r0, which
we use as input to the Convolutional M-estimator. The network predicts W at the current
scale. Different from traditional M-estimators which evaluate W at every step when rk
is updated, we only compute W once for all following K iterations. This way, we ap-
proximate the classical M-estimator and significantly reduce computation. The network is
composed of four convolutional layers, with dilation [1,2,4,1], followed by a sigmoid layer
which normalizes the output to the range [0,1]. In the default setting, we use weight-sharing
network as the module at different pyramid scales. Our Convolutional M-estimator is rel-
atively small which makes inference fast. Note that despite the small size of our network,
the dilation layers and the coarse-to-fine process ensure a sufficiently large receptive field.
(C) Trust Region Network: Fig. 6.4 shows the operations and parameters of our Trust
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Region Network. Given the N residual maps rk(i), i ∈ {1...N}, we first calculate the right-
hand-side (RHS) vector JTWr(i)k ∈ R1×6 corresponding to each residual map r
(i)
k . Next, we
flatten theN RHS vectors jointly with the approximate Hessian matrix JTWJ ∈ R6×6 into
a single vector, which is the input to our Trust Region Network. This network is composed
of three fully connected layers and outputs the damping vector. At the last layer, a ReLU
ensures non-negative elements. In practice, we add a small epsilon (1e−5) to this vector,
which ensure the damping matrix is a positive definite matrix.
6.5 RGB-D 3D Motion Experiments
We perform our experiments on the challenging task of 3D rigid body motion estimation
from RGB-D inputs. Apart from the simple scenario of purely static scenes where only
the camera is moving, we also consider scenes where both the camera as well as objects
are in motion, hence resulting in strong ambiguities. We cast this as a supervised learning
problem: using the ground truth motion, we train the models to resolve these ambiguities
by learning to focus either on the foreground or the background.
Warping Function: Given pixel x ∈ R2, camera intrinsics K and depth D(x), we define
the warpingWξ(x) induced by rigid body transform Tξ with ξ ∈ se(3) as
Wξ(x) = KTξD(x)K−1 x (6.20)
Using the warped coordinates, compute Iθ(ξ) via bilinear sampling from Iθ and set the
warped feature value to zero for all occluded areas (estimated via z-buffering).
Training Objective: To balance the influences of translation and rotation we follow [136]
and exploit the 3D End-Point-Error (EPE) as loss function. Let p = D(x)K−1x denote the
3D point corresponding to pixel x in image I and let P denote the set of all such 3D points.
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where L denotes the set of coarse-to-fine pyramid levels (we apply our loss at the final
iteration of every pyramid level) and Tgt is the ground truth transformation.
Implementation: We use the Sobel operator to compute the gradients in T and analyti-
cally derive J. We calculate the matrix inverse on the CPU since we observed that inverting
a small dense matrices H ∈ R6×6 is significantly faster on the CPU than on the GPU. In all
our experiments we use N = 10 damping proposals for our Trust Region Network, sam-
pled uniformly in logscale. We use four coarse-to-fine pyramid levels with three iterations
each. We implemented our model and the baselines in PyTorch. All experiments start with
a fixed learning rate of 0.0002 using ADAM [144]. We train a total of 15 epochs, reducing
the learning rate by half every 5 epochs. From all epochs, we select the final model based
on validation performance.
6.5.1 Datasets Descriptions
We systematically train and evaluate our method on the followng four datasets.
MovingObjects3D: For the purpose of systematically evaluating highly varying object
motions, we downloaded six categories of 3D models from ShapeNet [145]. For each
object category, we rendered 200 video sequences with 100 frames in each sequence using
Blender. We use data rendered from the categories ’boat’ and ’motorbike’ as test set and
data from categories ’aeroplane’, ’bicycle’, ’bus’, ’car’ as training set. From the training
set we use the first 95% of the videos for training and the remaining 5% for validation. In
total, we obtain 75K images for training, 5K images for validation, and 25K for testing. We
further subsample the sequences using sampling intervals {1, 2, 4} in order to obtain small,
medium and large motion subsets.
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For each rendered sequence, we randomly select one 3D object model within the chosen
category and stage it in a static 3D cuboid room with random wall textures and four point
light sources. We randomly choose the camera viewpoint, point light source position and
object trajectory, see supplementary material for details. This ensures diversity in object
motions, textures and illumination. The videos also contain frames where the object is only
partially visible. We exclude all frames where the entire object is not visible.
BundleFusion: To evaluate camera motion in a static environment, we use the eight
publicly released scenes from BundleFusion3 [95] which provide fully synchronized RGB-
D sequences. We hold out the entire ’copyroom’ and ’office2’ scenes as test set and split
the remaining six scenes into training (first 95% of each trajectory) and validation (last 5%
of each trajectory). We use the released camera trajectories as ground truth. We subsample
frames at intervals {2, 4, 8} to increase motion magnitudes and hence the level of difficulty.
DynamicBundleFusion (REFRESH): To further evaluate camera motion estimation un-
der heavy occlusion and motion ambiguity, we use the DynamicBundleFusion dataset
[146], which is the same dataset created by REFRESH in Section 5.4. It augments the
scenes from BundleFusion with non-rigidly moving human subjects as distractors. We use
the same training, validation and test split as above. We train and evaluate frames subsam-
pled at intervals {1, 2, 5} due to the increased difficulty of this task.
TUM RGBD SLAM: To evaluate camera motion estimation with ground truth data, we
use RGBD SLAM dataset [104]. Our evaluation split of the TUM RGB-D SLAM dataset
[104] consists of four trajectories of different conditions, trajectory length and motion mag-
nitudes. After synchronization of the color image, depth and the ground truth trajectory,
we obtain 750 frames in ’fr1/360’, 584 frames in ’fr1/desk’, 2203 frames in ’fr2/desk’ and
830 frames in ’fr2/pioneer 360’. We split the remaining trajectories into training (first 95%
of each trajectory) and validation (last 5% of each trajectory). We subsample the frames at




We implemented the following baselines.
ICP: We use classical Point-to-Plane ICP [147] and Point-to-Point-ICP[148] implemented
in Open3D [149]. To examine the effect of ambiguity between the foreground and back-
ground in the object motion estimation task, we also evaluate a version for which we pro-
vide the ground truth instance mask to both methods. Note that this is an upper bound to
the performance achievable by ICP methods. We thus call them the Oracle ICP methods.
RGB-D Visual Odometry: We compare to the RGB-D visual odometry method [150]
implemented in Open3D [149] on TUM RGBD datasets for visual odometry comparison.
Direct Pose Regression: We compare three different variants that directly predict the
mapping f : I,T → ξ. All three networks use Conv1-6 encoder layers from FlowNet-
Simple[19] as two-view regression backbones. We use spatial average pooling after the
last feature layer followed by a fully-connected layer to regress ξ. All three CNN baselines
are trained using the loss in (6.21).
• PoseCNN: A feed-forward CNN that directly predicts ξ.
• IC-PoseCNN: A PoseCNN with iterative refinement using the IC algorithm, similar
to [135] and [136]. We noticed that training becomes unstable and performance
saturates when increasing the number of iterations. For all our experiments, we thus
used three iterations.
• Cascaded-PoseCNN: A cascaded network with three iterations, similar to IC-PoseCNN
but with independent weights for each iteration.
Learning-based Optimization: We implemented the following related algorithms within
our deep IC framework. For all methods, we use the same number of iterations, training
loss and learning rate as used for our method.
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• DeepLK-6DoF: We implemented a variant of DeepLK [111] which predicts the 3D
transformation ξ ∈ se(3) instead of translation and scale prediction in their original
2D task. We use Gauss-Newton as the default optimization for this approach and no
Convolutional M-Estimator. A comparison of this approach with our method when
using only the two-view feature network (A) shows the benefits of our two-view
feature encoder.
• IC-FC-LS-Net: We also implemented LS-Net [118] within our IC framework with
the following differences to the original paper. First, we do not estimate or refine
depth. Second, we do not use a separate network to provide an initial pose estimation.
Third, we replace their LSTM layers with three fully connected (FC) layers which
take the flattened JTWJ and JTWrk as input.
Ablation Study: We use (A), (B), (C) to refer to our contributions in Sec.6.1. We set
W to the identity matrix when the Convolutional M-Estimator (B) is not used and use
Gauss-Newton optimization in the absence of the Trust Region Network (C). We consider
the following configurations:
• Ours (A)+(B)+(C): Our proposed method with shared weights. We perform coarse-
to-fine iterations on four pyramid levels with three IC iterations at each level. We use
shared weights for all iterations in (B) and (C).
• Ours (A)+(B)+(C) (No WS): A version of our method without shared weights. All
settings are the same as above except that the network for (B) and (C) have indepen-
dent weight parameters at each coarse-to-fine scale.
• Ours (A)+(B)+(C) (K iterations/scale): The same network as the default setting
with shared weights, except that we change the inner iteration number K.
• No Learning: Vanilla coarse-to-fine IC alignment minimizing photometric error
(6.7) without learned modules.
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Table 6.1: Quantitative Evaluation on MovingObjects3D. We evaluate the average 3D
EPE, angular error Θ, translation error t and success ratios t < 5&Θ < 5◦ for three
different motion magnitudes {Small, Medium, Large}which correspond to frames sampled
from the original videos using frame intervals {1, 2, 4}.
Model Descriptions




Point-Plane ICP [147] 4.88/4.28 10.13/8.74 20.24/17.43
Point-Point ICP [148] 5.02/4.38 10.33/9.06 20.43/17.68
Oracle Point-Plane ICP [147] 3.91/3.31 10.68/9.63 22.53/19.98
Oracle Point-Point ICP [148] 4.34/3.99 11.83/10.29 21.27/26.13
D
PR
PoseCNN 5.18/4.60 10.43/9.20 20.08/17.74
IC-PoseCNN 5.14/4.56 10.40/9.13 19.80/17.31









No learning 11.66/11.26 21.85/22.95 37.01/38.88
IC-FC-LS-Net, adapted from [118] 4.96/4.62 10.49/9.21 20.31/17.34
DeepLK-6DoF, adapted from [111] 4.41/3.75 9.05/7.54 18.46/15.33
Ours: (A) 4.35/3.66 8.80/7.23 18.28/15.06
Ours: (A)+(B) 4.33/3.26 8.84/7.30 18.14/15.04
Ours: (A)+(B)+(C) 3.58/2.91 7.30/5.94 15.48/12.96
Ours: (A)+(B)+(C) (No WS) 3.62/2.89 7.54/6.08 16.00/12.98
Ours: (A)+(B)+(C) (K = 1) 4.12/3.37 8.64/7.08 17.67/14.92
Ours: (A)+(B)+(C) (K = 5) 3.60/2.92 7.49/6.09 16.06/13.01
6.5.3 Results and Discussion
Table 6.1 and Table 6.2 summarize our main results. For each dataset, we evaluate the
method separately for three different motion magnitudes {Small, Medium, Large}. In
Table 6.1, {Small, Medium, Large} correspond to frames sampled from the original videos
at intervals {1, 2, 4}. In Table 6.2, [Small, Medium, Large] correspond to frame intervals
{2, 4, 8} on BundleFusion and {1, 2, 5} on DynamicBundleFusion. We show the following
metrics/statistics:
• 3D End-Point-Error (3D EPE): This metric is defined in (6.21). We only evaluate
errors on the rigidly moving objects, i.e., the moving objects in MovingObjects3D
and the rigid background mask in DynamicBundleFusion.
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Table 6.2: Quantitative Evaluation on BundleFusion and DynamicBundleFusion.
In BundleFusion [95], the motion magnitudes {Small, Medium, Large} correspond to
frame intervals {2, 4, 8}. In DynamicBundleFusion [146], the motion magnitudes {Small,
Medium, Large} correspond to frame intervals {1, 2, 5} (we reduce the intervals due to the
increased difficulty).
Model Descriptions
3D EPE (cm) ↓ Test on
BundleFusion[95]
3D EPE (cm) ↓ Test on
DynamicBundleFusion [146]
Small Medium Large Small Medium Large
IC
P Point-Plane ICP [147] 2.01 4.52 11.11 0.97 2.09 4.89
Point-Point ICP [148] 2.48 5.72 12.58 1.08 2.42 7.43
D
PR
PoseCNN 3.41 6.85 13.31 1.65 3.19 8.24
IC-PoseCNN 3.26 6.52 12.81 1.66 3.18 8.05









No learning 3.35 6.30 12.51 3.39 4.69 8.58
IC-FC-LS-Net, adapted from [118] 3.03 6.85 13.32 1.80 3.45 8.35
DeepLK-6DoF, adapted from [111] 2.99 5.84 12.27 1.72 3.12 7.22
Ours: (A) 2.65 5.46 11.92 1.65 2.96 7.11
Ours: (A)+(B) 1.75 3.47 8.40 1.70 2.97 6.88
Ours: (A)+(B)+(C) 1.48 3.09 7.84 0.74 1.54 4.64
Ours: (A)+(B)+(C) (No WS) 1.52 3.10 7.81 0.61 1.32 3.82
• Object rotation and translation: We evaluate 3D rotation using the norm of Euler
angles Θ, translation t in cm and the success ratio (t < 5 (cm) & Θ < 5◦), for the
task of object motion estimation in Table 6.1.
• Relative Pose Error: We follow the standard visual odometry metric using relative
Axis angle θ and translation t in cm.
• Model Weight: The number of learnable parameters.
• Inference speed: The forward execution time for a single image-pair at inference
time, using GTX 1080 Ti.
3D Alignment Evaluation: Compared to all baseline methods (Table 6.1 row 1-10 and
Table 6.2 row 1-8), our full model ((A)+(B)+(C)) achieves the overall best performance
across different motion magnitudes and datasets while maintaining fast inference speed.
Compared to ICP methods (ICP rows in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2) and classical method (No
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mRPE: θ (Deg) ↓ / t (cm) ↓ 3D EPE (cm)
KF 1 KF 2 KF 4 KF 8 KF 1 KF 2 KF 4 KF 8
fr1/360
RGBD VO [150] 0.46/1.03 2.45/5.26 7.47/10.31 16.08/17.32 1.33 5.98 21.34 52.50
Ours: (A) 0.50/1.33 1.32/3.84 5.68/11.79 14.33/16.26 1.24 2.39 13.37 49.60
Ours: (A)+(B) 0.45/1.18 1.00/3.18 4.96/11.62 14.23/17.52 1.18 1.92 10.67 49.13
Ours: (A)+(B)+(C) 0.33/0.61 0.49/1.20 2.64/2.63 7.24/6.64 1.05 1.21 2.64 22.40
fr1/desk
RGBD VO [150] 0.43/0.69 0.76/1.04 3.52/5.15 10.71/19.83 0.59 0.91 5.46 18.84
Ours: (A) 0.58/1.04 1.12/2.05 2.75/4.87 7.14/11.27 0.74 1.31 3.89 12.89
Ours: (A)+(B) 0.57/1.02 1.08/2.03 2.54/4.63 6.59/10.87 0.74 1.28 3.42 11.21
Ours: (A)+(B)+(C) 0.55/0.90 0.89/1.55 1.58/2.59 4.30/7.11 0.68 0.96 1.74 6.11
fr2/desk
RGBD VO [150] 0.30/0.56 0.35/0.72 0.79/1.78 1.44/3.80 0.96 0.93 2.20 4.75
Ours: (A) 0.30/0.54 0.44/0.98 0.72/1.94 1.46/4.30 0.80 1.04 1.60 2.93
Ours: (A)+(B) 0.31/0.56 0.45/1.03 0.77/2.04 1.43/4.14 0.80 1.04 1.62 2.83
Ours: (A)+(B)+(C) 0.27/0.42 0.39/0.73 0.61/1.37 1.11/2.79 0.73 0.94 1.29 2.09
fr2/pioneer 360
RGBD VO [150] 1.02/1.82 2.00/4.19 4.20/6.51 8.54/14.36 6.39 9.22 21.16 48.46
Ours: (A) 0.76/1.77 1.04/3.66 2.34/8.16 7.60/14.83 3.55 5.67 13.78 39.41
Ours: (A)+(B) 0.72/1.80 0.95/3.52 2.15/6.96 6.91/13.31 3.57 5.42 12.77 36.80
Ours: (A)+(B)+(C) 0.65/0.85 0.74/1.07 0.98/1.79 2.38/6.85 2.76 3.15 4.46 13.52
Average over trajectories mRPE and EPE
RGBD VO [150] 0.55/1.03 1.39/2.81 3.99/5.95 9.20/13.83 2.31 4.38 12.67 31.13
Ours: (A) 0.53/1.17 0.97/2.63 2.87/6.89 7.63/12.16 1.58 2.60 8.15 26.20
Ours: (A)+(B) 0.51/1.14 0.87/2.44 2.60/6.56 7.30/11.21 1.56 2.41 7.10 24.69
Ours: (A)+(B)+(C) 0.45/0.69 0.63/1.14 1.10/2.09 3.76/5.88 1.31 1.57 2.53 11.03
Average over frames mRPE and EPE
RGBD VO [150] 0.48/0.90 1.08/2.20 2.95/4.60 6.54/10.26 1.80 3.53 9.58 23.14
Ours: (A) 0.46/0.98 0.79/2.12 2.16/5.35 5.58/9.65 1.39 2.18 6.22 19.16
Ours: (A)+(B) 0.45/0.96 0.73/2.00 1.99/5.15 5.35/9.41 1.38 2.05 5.52 18.31
Ours: (A)+(B)+(C) 0.39/0.59 0.54/0.98 0.91/1.83 2.82/4.80 1.16 1.41 2.18 8.28
Table 6.3: Detailed Results on TUM RGB-D Dataset[104]. This table shows the mean
relative pose error (mRPE) on our test split of the TUM RGB-D Dataset. KF denotes the
size of the key frame intervals.
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Learning in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2), our method achieves better performance without in-
stance information at runtime. Besides, note that our model can achieve better performance
with a significantly smaller number of weight parameters compared to direct image-to-pose
regression (DRP rows in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2).
Visual Odometry Evaluation: To better understand our method operating under differ-
ent conditions, we present a detailed quantitative evaluation in Table 6.3 using the Rela-
tive Pose Error (RPE) and the 3D End Point Error (3D EPE) metrics for each trajectory.
Our method with all modules (A)+(B)+(C) outperforms the baseline RGBD visual odom-
etry [150] across all subsampled trajectories, except in ’fr1/desk’ of keyframe [1,2] and
’fr2/desk’ of keyframe 2 in which the performance is close to each other. Our method shows
clear advantages when the motion magnitude is large, e.g. ’fr1/360’, ’fr2/pioneer 360’.
From the ablation, we also observe that adding the trust-region module (C) helps to sta-
bilize training and yields the most significant improvement in test accuracy. One possible
reason for this is that the trust-region module can adjust the damping parameters and adapt
to a wide range of motion magnitudes in the data. At training time, adaptive damping helps
to stabilize the training loss and potentially contributes to learning better features in mod-
ules (A) and (B). At inference time, the method can adjust its trust-region step to adapt to
different motion magnitudes with a fixed number of iterations.
Ablation Discussion: Across all ablation variants and datasets, our model achieves the
best performance by combining all three proposed modules ((A)+(B)+(C)). This demon-
strates that all components are relevant for robust learning-based optimization. Note that
the influence of the proposed modules varies according to the properties of the specific task
and dataset. For example, in the presence of inaccurate warping induced by noisy depth
estimates from real data, learning a robust M-estimator (B) (Table 6.2 row 10 in Bundle-
Fusion) provides the most significant improvements. In the presence of heavy occlusions
and motion ambiguities, learning the trust region step (C) helps to find better local optima
which results in large improvements in our experiments, observed both when estimating
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object motion (Table 6.1 row 13) and when estimating camera motion in dynamic scenes
(Table 6.2 row 11 in DynamicBundleFusion). In complex dynamic environments, disabling
weight sharing (Table 6.2 row 12 in DynamicBundleFusion) helps to capture context infor-
mation and hence improves the results.
6.5.4 Qualitative Visualizations
We now demonstrate additional qualitative results on 3D rigid transformation estimation
on MovingObjects3D. Note the difficulty of the task (truncation, independent background
object) and the high quality of our alignments.
Visualizations of Iterative Estimation: Fig. 6.5 and Fig. 6.6 show a qualitative visualiza-
tion of our method at different iterations. We warp the image I using the iterative estimated
poses at the four coarse-to-fine pyramid scales (I(ξ?1) → I(ξ?2) → I(ξ?3) → I(ξ?final) ).
I(ξ?final) is the final output of our method. Our results demonstrate that the proposed method
is able to iteratively refine the estimation towards the global optimal solution despite the
challenging scenario.
Comparison to Baselines: Fig. 6.7 shows a comparison of our full method to DeepLK
6DoF [111] and ablated models using only parts of the proposed modules. Our results
demonstrate that the combination of all modules yields high-quality registrations.
6.6 2D Affine Motion Estimation
The proposed framework is general and can be applied to a wide range of motion models
apart from the 3D rigid motion estimation tasks presented in the main paper, see, e.g., [129].
To demonstrate its generality, this section provides results on 2D affine motion estimation.
While 2D affine motion estimation is in general easier than 3D rigid motion estimation,
occlusions cannot be treated explicitly as depth is unknown. Thus, any successful method









Figure 6.5: Qualitative Results on MovingObjects3D. Visualization of the warped image
I(ξ) using the ground truth object motion ξGT (last row) and the object motion ξ? estimated






final) on the MovingObjects3D validation
and test set. In I, we plot the instance boundary in red and that of T in green as comparison.
Note the difficulty of the task (truncation, independent background object) and the high









Figure 6.6: Qualitative Results on MovingObjects3D. Visualization of the warped image
I(ξ) using the ground truth object motion ξGT (last row) and the object motion ξ? estimated






final) on the MovingObjects3D validation
and test set. In I, we plot the instance boundary in red and that of T in green as comparison.
Note the difficulty of the task (truncation, independent background object) and the high
















Figure 6.7: Qualitative Comparisons of Our Method to Baselines on MovingOb-
jects3D. We compared the object motion ξ? estimated using our proposed modules
(A)+(B)+(C) ξ? (row 6) to the optimal poses output from DeepLK 6DoF (row 3), ours
(A) (row 4) and ours (A)+(B) (row 5) on the MovingObjects3D validation and test set. We
visualize the warped image I(ξ) using the ground truth object motion ξGT (last row). In I,
we plot the instance boundary in red and that of T in green for qualitative comparison of
the two shapes in 2D.
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Implementation: Given pixel x = (x, y)T ∈ R2, we define the warping function Wξ
using the following parameterization (see also [121])
1 + ξ1 ξ3 ξ5
ξ2 1 + ξ4 ξ6
 (6.22)
where ξ = (ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4, ξ5, ξ6)T . The analytic form of the Jacobian in (6.22) is
x 0 y 0 1 0
0 x 0 y 0 1
 (6.23)
The composition of ξ ◦∆ξ is given by

ξ1 + ∆ξ1 + ξ1∆ξ1 + ξ3∆ξ2
ξ2 + ∆ξ2 + ξ2∆ξ1 + ξ4∆ξ2
ξ3 + ∆ξ3 + ξ1∆ξ3 + ξ3∆ξ4
ξ4 + ∆ξ4 + ξ2∆ξ3 + ξ4∆ξ4
ξ5 + ∆ξ5 + ξ1∆ξ5 + ξ3∆ξ6
ξ6 + ∆ξ6 + ξ2∆ξ5 + ξ4∆ξ6

(6.24)
The parameters of the inverse affine ξ−1 in (6.22) are
1
(1 + ξ1)(1 + ξ4)− ξ2ξ3

−ξ1 − ξ1ξ4 + ξ2ξ3
−ξ2
−ξ3
−ξ4 − ξ1ξ4 + ξ2ξ3
−ξ5 − ξ4ξ5 + ξ3ξ6






Figure 6.8: Examples of generated pairs T and I used for our 2D affine transformation
estimation experiments.
6.6.1 Datasets Description
We download 1800 natural images from flickr and use them to generate a 2D dataset for
training affine 2D transformation estimation. We use the downloaded flickr images as T.
Given a random affine transform which induces a 2D warping field, we synthesize the
template I by applying the warping field to T using bilinear interpolation. To remove the
boundary effects caused by zero padding in the warping process, we crop a region of size
240x320 from the central region of both I and T. According to the actual raw image size
and the coordinates of the cropped region, we adjust the warping field to ensure the cropped
region has the correct affine transform. Fig. 6.8 shows generated pairs T and I examples.
For each template image, we randomly generate six different affine transforms, and
synthesize six different images I using the warping field induced from each affine trans-
form. The generated affine transforms are used as ground truth for training and evaluation.
We use five out of the six generated affine transforms and their corresponding image pairs








Table 6.4: Quantitative evaluation in 2D affine transform on the test set using L1 error.
6.6.2 Baselines and Results
We use (A), (B), (C) to refer to our contributions in Sec.1. We set W to the identity matrix
when the Convolutional M-Estimator (B) is not used and use Gauss-Newton optimization
in the absence of the Trust Region Network (C). We consider the following configurations:
• Ours (A)+(B)+(C): Our proposed method with shared weights. We perform coarse-
to-fine iterations on three pyramid levels with three IC iterations at each level. We
use shared weights for all iterations in (B) and (C).
• DeepLK-6DoF: We implemented a variant of DeepLK [111] which predicts the
affine transform instead of translation and scale as in the original 2D task. We use
Gauss-Newton as the default optimization for this approach and no Convolutional M-
Estimator. Comparing this approach with our method when using only the two-view
feature network (A) demonstrates the utility of our two-view feature encoder.
Training: During training, we minimizes the L1 norm of the distance from our estimated
affine transform ξ? to the ground truth affine transform ξGT. We train our method and all
baselines using a learning rate of 0.005.
Results: Table 6.4 shows a quantitative evaluation of our 2D affine motion estimation
experiments. We evaluate the error in L1 norm by comparing the estimated results to the
ground truth. Compared to all baseline methods, our model ((A)+(B)+(C)) yields the most
accurate solution.
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Note that different from the 3D motion estimation experiments in the main paper, there
exists no motion ambiguity in the datasets used for 2D affine transform, rendering this
setting simpler. We observe small improvements when using our two-view feature encoder
(A) compared to using only a single view [111]. Using (B) Convolutional M-estimator
gives better performance which may potentially address outliers induced by occlusions.
Using (C) Trust Region Network further helps the network to boost performance. Similarly
to our results in the main paper, we observe that we obtain the most accurate results when
combining all components ((A)+(B)+(C)) of our model.
6.7 Conclusion
We have taken a deeper look at the inverse compositional algorithm by rephrasing it as a
neural network with three trainable submodules which allows for relaxing some of the most
significant restrictions of the original formulation. Experiments on the challenging task of
relative rigid motion estimation from two RGB-D frames demonstrate that our method
achieves more accurate results compared to both classical IC algorithms as well as data
hungry direct image-to-pose regression techniques.
Although our data-driven IC method can better handle challenges in large object mo-
tions, heavy occlusions and varying illuminations, solving those challenges in the wild
remains a subject for future research. To extend the current method to real-world envi-
ronments with complex entangled motions, possible future directions include exploring
multiple motion hypotheses, multi-view constraints and various motion models which will
capture a broader family of computer vision tasks.
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CHAPTER 7
LEARNING TO RECOVER MONOCULAR DEPTH AND SCENE FLOW FROM
RIGID MOVING SCENES
Summary
In this work, we propose an approach to recover depth and 3D motion of dynamic rigid
moving scenes observed from two consecutive monocular views. Different from the ex-
isting approaches that learn to regress depth from a single image, we propose to encour-
age depth from motion-parallax using least-square optimization. To cope with the moving
scenes that violate epipolar geometry, we decompose the dynamic scene into rigid moving
segments using instance segmentation and jointly optimize the geometry motion consis-
tency of each rigid moving instance. We propose a novel learning re-weighting method
to learn and optimize the optimal depth value efficiently. In real-world KITTI dataset as
well as results on unseen videos, we demonstrate that the method can accurately recover
monocular depth and scene motions jointly from rigid moving scenes. Our results outper-
form existing state-of-the-art learning-based and optimization-based methods in monocular
depth estimation as well as in multi-view dynamic reconstruction.
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7.1 Introduction
Recovering depth and 3D motion from monocular views is a well-studied task, generally
referred to as Structure-from-Motion (SfM). A large body of existing work focuses on
studying static scenes from multiple viewpoints or dynamic scenes recorded from a static
view, while very few work address simultaneously recovering depth, camera motion, and
scene motion in dynamic scenes observed from a monocular view sequence.
Although humans can interpret the object geometry and motion as an ego-moving ob-
server, it is a fundamental unresolved challenge for machine vision since structure and
motions are naturally ambiguous from monocular views. The depth scale is unknown from
perspective motion stereo. Multiple triangulation methods in classical 3D geometry can
recover depth from moving cameras [92], but these methods do not apply to simultaneous
moving objects and camera which violate epipolar constraints.
Previous multi-view geometry approaches jointly optimize the rigid scene segmenta-
tion and depth from triangulation as an optimization problem [68, 67]. However, existing
energy-based methods depend on vulnerable assumptions about object grouping and depth
ordering in the scene structure and inference to obtain a solution is generally slow.
The recent progress data-driven based approaches demonstrate promising directions to
address the problem via tackling the subproblems such as learning monocular depth [151,
152], camera pose regression [57], scene motion as optical flow [48, 146] and jointly learn-
ing them with geometric consistency in a self-supervised manner [57, 60, 58, 59]. While
the existing independent networks can achieve remarkable performance in handling the ill-
posed problem using image-based regression, they do not enforce multi-view geometry for
the predicted motion and depth at inference time.
In this work, we argue for the importance of both optimization and learning in depth
and motion recovery. We focus on solving the dynamic scene that can be composed of

























Figure 7.1: An overview of our propose monocular instance scene flow method. Our
method takes two-view image as input. We first compute the instance segmentation Si, i ∈
{0..N}, a monocular depth D on the reference image and an optical flow F. With these
information, we can recover the ego-motion ξ0, instance motion ξi, i ∈ {1...N} and depth
as a least-square problem. To handle the effect of outliers, we train a refinement network
predict the weights to linear blend the monocular depth and optimized depth.
common in the urban scenario. We predict the dense depth of the reference frame, 6 DoF
motion for the moving camera, and each detected instance motion. First, we initialize our
approach with the outputs from instance segmentation network, monocular depth network,
and optical flow network. Second, we optimize the depth and 3D motions of each moving
hypothesis by minimizing the geometric errors using iteratively Gauss-Newton approach.
Finally, we learn a reweighted optimized depth to further smoothing and coping with out-
liers in optimization.
Specifically, we make the following key contributions:
• As far as we know, our approach is the first learnable approach that can simulta-
neously recover depth, 6DoF camera motion, and instance motions in a dynamic
scenario. Our proposed method outperforms the state-of-the-art methods and can
achieve good generalization.
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• Our approach explicitly exploits motion parallax in the dynamic scene using joint
depth and motion optimization.
• We propose a novel two-stage depth optimization and reweighting method that is fast
to optimize and easy to learn with data.
7.2 Related Work
Scene Flow Estimation: Traditional approaches solve scene flow by jointly optimiz-
ing depth and motion with structured assumptions in the scene, which include variational
optimization [153, 17, 26] or piece-wise moving slanted planes [90, 13, 15]. Incorporate
instance recognition [12] or semantic segmentation [14] as additional information for scene
flow optimization can better deal with textureless, reflective or fast-moving regions. Re-
cently, Ma et al. [32] use an iterative Gauss-Newton optimization to estimate 3D instance
motion from the binocular stereo, optical flow, and instance segmentation as input. All of
the above scene flow methods takes requires calibrated stereo pairs, which can determine
the absolute scale of depth. However, we focus on tackling scene flow estimation only from
monocular pair of images, which is fundamentally more challenging due to the depth and
motion ambiguity.
Monocular Reconstruction in Dynamic Scenes: Several monocular two-view dynamic
reconstruction methods [154, 67, 68, 155] tackle a similar problem as ours. All of these
work formulate it as an optimization problem and do not exploit learning. The optimization-
based approach is to solve a complex inference problem with many unknowns, which re-
quires structured assumptions about depth ordering and smoothness. The inference is thus
slow and can not generalize well to new scenes without careful parameter tuning. In our
work, we integrate learning into optimization. We use learned depth as initialization and
learn to reweight the final optimized depth, which eases the optimization problem.
Learning Monocular Depth and Motion: Recently there is significant progress indi-
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rectly learning 3D structure (depth) and motion from image(s), which includes pioneering
work in monocular depth prediction [151, 156, 56], optical flow estimation [19, 48], and
relative pose regression [57], which together can constitute a baseline for monocular depth
and 3D motion recovery, Similar to us, Cao et al. . [61] also use object instances to factor
dynamic scenes as individual moving instances. While these networks can achieve im-
pressive results in each task either trained separately or jointly [57, 60, 157, 59, 58], these
existing learning-based work do not leverage optimization to ensure geometric consistency
at inference time.
We are not the first approach to explore learning depth from motion parallax and nei-
ther the first to combine learning and optimization. Ummenhofer et al. [54] use a cascaded
depth and optical flow network to bootstrap depth from motion-parallax, which was then
enhanced by [55]. Several approaches propose to learn an initial depth as monocular depth
[118, 143, 158], virtual disparity[159] or latent depth code [160], and then fusing the multi-
frame depth [158] or jointly optimize depth and camera motion using least-square update.
[118, 143] further unrolls the least-square updates as differentiable layers. Although [160,
118, 143, 158, 159] are similar to us in enforcing motion-parallax through optimization,
they only target a static environment by optimizing depth and camera motion. Our method
extends this family of work to a dynamic environment. It is fundamentally more challeng-
ing in optimization and learning to recover depth and multiple instances of motion.
Dynamic environment breaks the epipolar geometry, which is the most fundamental
challenge in geometry learning and optimization. Li et al. [161] leverage frozen humans
videos to learn the depth for dynamic humans. They first learn a motion segmentation for
human and triangulate the depth in the background region using optical flow. The final
depth network output a refined depth map by fusing the triangulate depth and segmenta-
tion. However, they only focus on dynamic humans and do not tackle general rigid object
motions, which are the primary focus of our approach.
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7.3 Monocular Rigid Instance Scene Flow
In this section, we present our depth and 3D motion recovery approach. Our method takes
two monocular view images I0, I1 ∈ RH×W as input where I0 is the reference frame.
We assume the dynamic scene is composed of rigid instances which can be detected and
segmented using instance segmentation network, e.g. Mask-RCNN [20]. Si ∈ Z is the
segmentation mask for instance i detected from the reference frame I0. The target is to
recover the camera ego-emotion ξ0 ∈ se(3), each instance motion ξi ∈ se(3), i ∈ {1...N}
for all N detected objects, and a pixel-pixel depth map D0 of the reference frame I0.
Our key idea is to exploit the motion-parallax to solve the depth and motion for each
rigid instance from two consecutive views, which can be formulated as a least-squares
optimization problem. The depth map can be initialized using sing-view depth estimation
method [56, 162, 57], and motion parallax can be revealed from optical flow. Our method
is composed of an initialization stage, optimization stage and refinement stage as shown in
Fig. 7.1. We will describe in this section as following.
7.3.1 Initialization Stage
Our method leverages the image-based regressed depth as an initialization, an optical flow
network for dense image correspondences and an instance segmentation network to detect
and segment the rigid instances.
Single-view depth network: Our monocular depth network is similar to the disparity
network in [56]. The output is a virtual disparity image from a monocular view, from
which we calculate the depth using the virtual baseline in training time. This network
provides us the flexibility to train monocular depth directly using supervised information
and self-supervised using a stereo pair of view without relying on the additional temporal
association. The output is a single image-based depth D for the reference image I0.
Optical flow network: We acquire the optical flow F ∈ R2 from the PWC-net [48]
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which is trained supervised. Several multi-frame variants of PWC-net can also be trained
in self-supervised manner using raw videos [163, 164].
Instance segmentation: We use Mask-RCNN network [20] with Res-Net 50 backbone
pre-trained on MS-COCO dataset as a general instance detector. We only select the cat-
egories of pedestrians and vehicles as active class labels. We observe that the instance
detector has a good generalization for large visible objects in unseen videos across differ-
ent domains. We treat each of the detected as potential moving object and categorize their
motion status as part of the optimization stage.
Our approach is not limited to the initialized depth, flow, and detection networks can
be substituted to the proposed backbones with(out) pre-training. Our proposed method can
also benefit from a potential better initialization as a result of the rapid research progress
in each of the task. In Section 7.5, we will discuss our network training setting in detail to
fairly compared to the existing methods.
7.3.2 Optimization Stage
Given the initial single image depth of the reference frame D, two-view optical flow F,
the mask of background S0 and all instances Si, i ∈ {1..N}, our objective is to estimate
the optimal 3D motion ξi,? and the optimal depth D?(u,Si) for all pixels u corresponding
to an instance segment Si, i ∈ {0...N}. To simplify the notation in the following, we use
Di,∗ short for D?(u,Si). The robust least-squares objective for an instance i is thus









where ρ(·) is a robust Cauchy M-estimator defined in Section 3.2.3 and r is the residual
function for pixel u. Assuming each instance has independent motion, we solve the motion
ξi,? and depth Di,? corresponding to segmentation mask Si sequentially.
Residual function: For every pixel u, we can obtain the rigid flow Firigid(u) ∈ R2 by
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projecting its corresponding the depth Di(u) into the next view using the estimated motion
ξi ∈ se(3) for segment Si. By comparing Firigid to optical flow F, we calculate the per
pixel geometric residual ri(ξ, D(u)) as








where Wπ(·) : R3 → R2 is the perspective image warping function defined in (6.20)
and π−1 : R3 → R3 is the inverse projection in (3.3), given the depth at pixel D(u).
Calculating the Jacobian of the residual function w.r.t the depth JiD(u) can refer to (3.27)
and the Jacobian w.r.t the 3D motion Jiξ(u) can refer to (3.28).
Moving object detection: In most of the frames, not all N instances recognized by the
instance detector are moving instances. Although our algorithm can compute a motion
hypothesis for each of these static objects, detecting their motion status can help us to
skip the static objects and simplify the computation. We first calculate the ego-motion
ξ0 ∈ se(3) and the resulting ego-motion rigid flow as F0rigid ∈ R2×H×W . For all detected
instances i, we compute the instance flow residual w.r.t the rigid flow as ririgid in (7.2)..
If the median of the rigid flow magnitude median(||Fi(u))|| < 1 or the median of flow
residual magnitude median(||ririgid(u))|| < 0.01, we mark the instance as static object and
assign the background motion hypothesis to it.
Efficient optimization: For every frame, the total number of unknowns are N 6DoF mo-
tion variables ξi ∈ se(3), i ∈ {0...N} and per-pixel depth D ∈ RH×W . To efficiently
perform the optimization, we make the following assumptions to simplify the computation.
First, we assume every moving object is independent. Second, we assume every depth
value is also independent of its neighborhood. This first assumption reduces the joint hes-
sian matrix to a block diagonal matrix so that we can solve each moving object motion ξi
sequentially. The second assumption reduces the Hessian block of the depth matrix as a
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Figure 7.2: A visualization of the moving object detection. Given the instance segmen-
tation (visualized at top row), we check the motion status of the instance and ignore all the
static instances. The segmentation of final moving objects are visualized at the bottom row.
diagonal matrix. The inverse of the diagonal matrix can be calculated in parallel efficiently.
Solving the inverse block-diagonal matrix can refer to Schur complement. To further sim-
plify the process, we solve the least-square optimization of motion and depth variables in an
alternative way. We observe that it can achieve faster inference than blockwise elimination
using Schur complement with approximated similar results.
With the above assumptions, we can solve the robust least-square objective in (7.1) very
efficiently via the iterative Gauss-Newton optimization. In each iteration, we perform the
Gauss-Newton update to the unknown variable ξ and D alternatively. In the (k) iteration,
for the detected instance i (background when i = 0), the Gauss-Newton updates for an
instance ξi(k) and its corresponding depth D
i
(k) are
δξi(k) = −(JTξW(k)Jξ)−1JTξW(k) r(ξi,Di,(k−1)) (7.4)
ξi(k) = ξ
i
(k−1) ◦ δξi(k) (7.5)






where JD and Jξ are the Jacobian functions for the two variables and W is the weight ma-
trix derived from robust mestimator depending on the residual r(k). Algorithm 5 describes
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our optimization process.
Algorithm 5: The iterative Gauss-Newton updates for 3D motion and depth recovery.
// We perform a total of K = 3 iterations
1 for k < K do
// Update the rigid background motion





3 ξ0(k) = ξ
0
(k−1) ◦ δξ0(k) ;
// Update the rigid background depth










// Update instance i motion and depth
6 for i ∈ {1...N} do




8 if median(||Fi(u))|| < 1 or median(||ririgid(u))|| < 0.01, u ∈ Si then
9 δξi(k) = −(JTξW(k)Jξ)−1JTξW(k) r(ξ
i,Di,(k−1)) ;
10 ξi(k) = ξ
i
(k−1) ◦ δξi(k) ;
11 end
12 else





































Figure 7.3: A visualization of the challenges in depth estimation. Compared to (a) initial
monocular output, the depth optimization output (b) causes some artifacts in regions where
estimated optical flow are noisy or wrong (left & center images) in optical flow, or mask is
inconsistent with the flow in boundary (right). By learning (c) refined weighted depth map,
we can fix these issues and preserve the accurate geometry structure.
For pose optimization in (7.5), there are extensive flow measurements in one segmen-
tation mask to solve a single instance motion and the outliers in the measurements can be
handled well via robust m-estimator. By assuming no neighborhood smoothness, we solve
(7.6) independently for all pixels using its corresponding flow vector.
7.3.3 Refinement Stage: Learning Reweighted Depth
The challenges for the depth optimization: However, our depth optimization does not
consider the smoothness of the depth pixels. The value of the depth at a pixel only depends
on its initial depth estimation and the current projected residual, which makes the optimiza-
tion very sensitive to outliers caused by the monocular depth and flow correspondence. The
outliers in the residuals will significantly impact the optimized depth, primarily due to three
sources of outliers. First, the depth optimization depends on the estimated value of its cor-
responding instance motion and optical flow. When the optical flow boundary and instance
boundary does not match each other, the depth at the boundary pixels will be optimized by
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a wrong association. Second, estimated optical flow is also impacted by occlusion, aperture
problem, and potential domain shift. The errors of flow will also propagate to the depth
estimation. Third, for static or distance scenes, the magnitude of flow vectors are noisy
and small, which causes numerical instability. In this section, we will revisit the depth
optimization problem and discuss how we can learn the outliers and smoothness for the
optimization and address this challenge.
Cumulative Gauss-Newton update for depth: After all K iterations, the cumulative
Gauss-Newton update (7.7) for the final optimized D? can be summarized as:




where we gather all the instances together and drop the superscript i.
Damped Cumulative Gauss-Newton update: The major issue in depth optimization is
that a noisy measurement will cause a sensitive depth update and potentially deviate too
much from the initial solution. One potential solution is to add a damping term to (7.7)




(k), where λk ∈ RH×W is a per-pixel damping ranging from 0
to 1. As (7.8), we expect the optimal depth estimation D? can be obtained via a series of
damped cumulative Gauss-Newton updates








where we use a single damping term λK to subsume all the linear per step damping λk, k ∈
{1..K} to simplify the damping estimation. λK is also in the range from 0 to 1. Substituting
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∑
k=1:K δD(k) by D
τ −D in (7.8), the optimal depth estimation D? is
D? = D + λK(D
τ −D) (7.11)
= (I− λK)D + λKDτ (7.12)
(7.12) shows the optimal damped solution can a linear composition of the initial depth
estimation D and the optimized depth using K Gauss-Newton updates Dτ . An optimal
damping can potentially regularize the outliers and smoothness, which is unknown. With
sufficient depth supervision, we can learn λK from data.
Depth Reweighting Network: We propose to learn the linear weighting using a convo-
lutional neural network Wθ = fθ(I0,D,Dτ ). The network inputs an initial single image
monocular depth D, an optimized depth Dτ as well as the reference image I0. It outputs
a weight matrix Wθ = I − λK ,Wθ ∈ RH×W in the range from 0 to 1. The final optimal
depth D? is a reweighting the two depth map using Wθ
D? = WθD
 + (I−Wθ)Dτ (7.13)
During training, the network learns the spatial correlation of D and Dτ . Empirically, we
find the network can learn to smooth the depth estimation, handle the wrong optimized
depth region due to occlusion and boundary inconsistency. Fig. 7.3 show a visualization
example of several challenges discussed in Section 7.3.2. With the learned adaptive weight-
ing, the final refined output can fix the optimization issues and meanwhile preserve the
sharper and more accurate result benefiting from two-view parallax optimization.
Architecture: The Depth Reweighting Network is composed of five convolutional layer
following by five transposed convolutional layers. The final layer is a sigmoid layer which
normalizes the output to the range from 0 to 1.
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7.4 Training Objectives
In the urban scenario, we can acquire the ground truth depth by projecting the sparse Lidar
scans into reference images. We use the semi-supervised approach as [162] regressing the
depth map to compensate the sparsity in the supervision signal. Since the ground truth of
3D motions is difficult to acquire, we do not use any supervision for motion regression.
Semi-supervised objectives: We view the training as a combination of supervised depth
regression and a self-supervised view synthesis problem with the following objectives
L = αL1 LL1 + αsc Lsc︸ ︷︷ ︸
supervised loss
+αsm Lsm + αam (Llam + Lram)︸ ︷︷ ︸
self-supervised loss
(7.14)
where LL1 is the inverse depth error in absolute scale, Lsc is the scale-invariant mean-
square error, Lsm is the smoothness loss, αam is the appearance matching term and Lrc is
the reconstruction consistency term. We discuss the details of each term in the following.
L1 Depth Loss: We apply a point-wise L1 norm on the depth of all pixels which has valid







where ρch is the Charbonnier function ρ(x) = (x2 + 1e−8)0.45, which can better cope with
outliers during training. LL1 regresses the depth to the ground truth in absolute scale.
Scale-Invariant MSE: We use the scale-invariant mean square error (MSE) Lsc to enforce
the relative scale estimation. Lsc computes the relative ratio of depth values and compare

















Edge-aware Smoothness Loss: We incorporate the smoothness term Lsm to provide a
smooth interpolation of depth in texture-less regions and regularize the depth estimation in
which only partial pixels have ground truth supervision. The smoothness loss is weighted






|∇xI(u)| exp(−||∇2xI(u)||) + |∇yI(u)| exp(−||∇2yI(u)||) (7.17)
Left-right Appearance Matching Loss: Our network predict a left-right virtual disparity
from a single monocular image as [56]. During training, we similarly use a combination of









(1− SSIM(Il(u), Ir(u + dl)))+ (7.18)
(1− αssim)||Il(u)− Ir(u + dl))|| (7.19)
where dl ∈ R is the disparity value corresponds to pixel u in the left reference image. Also
following [56], we also use a simplified SSIM with a 3x3 block filter instead of a Gaussian,
with αssim = 0.85. During training, (7.18) is added bidirectional from left to right as Ll
and right to left as Lr.
7.5 Experiments
Implementation: We implement our approach all in Pytorch 1.0.0, including Gauss-
Newton optimization. Although the approach is fully end-to-end differentiable, we do not
observe additional performance gain to learn it end-to-end. Instead, we find it is signif-
icantly faster to train the method stage-by-stage. In the initialization stage, we train the
monocular depth estimation, optical flow network independently. We use MS-COCO pre-
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trained Mask-RCNN 1 to compute the instance segmentation for all of the experiments. In
the refinement stage, we train the Depth Reweighting Network using the depth supervision
with train (7.15), (7.16) and (7.17). For single-view monocular depth network and Depth
Reweighting Network, we resize the input to 256x768 for both training and testing. In the
optimization stage, we perform the pose Gauss-Newton at a reduced resolution of 128x384
and the depth Gauss-Newton update at 256x768.
Inference time: The initialization stage takes rougly 0.3s for extract monocular depth.
The optimization takes 0.5s. The Depth Reweighting Network takes 0.01s. All for a single
image of size 378x1275.
Training setting: Our method is not limited to a particular type of supervision. The
method can fully leverage both raw stereo videos and depth from sparse supervision. In the
following experiments, we train and evaluate our method in both settings.
• Semi-supervised training: The monocular depth network is trained with a mixed
of all the training objectives in Section 7.4 following the KITTI raw dataset split.
We use the PWC-net [48] pretrained on synthetic data and then finetuned on KITTI
SceneFlow dataset using optical flow ground truth only.
• Self-supervised training: We train the monocular depth network with self-supervised
losses in (7.18) and (7.17). We use the self-supervised trained optical flow method
[163], which is a close variant of PWC-net.
Depth Evaluation Metric: For quantitative evaluation, we follow the standard monocular
depth evaluation metric as Eigen et al. [151] as following
• Threshold error δ (%): max(d/dgt, dgt/d) < T , where T is the threshold. We use
the standard three thresholds 1.25, 1.252, 1.253.
1https://github.com/facebookresearch/maskrcnn-benchmark
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• Absolute relative difference (abs rel): 1
n
∑
|d − dgt|/dgt This error is also termed
as mean relative error (MRE) in [155, 68, 67].















|| log d− log dgt||
Among all of these metrics, abs rel, sq rel and δ are scale-invariant error, while rmse
and rmse log are scale dependent. Since depth and motion are tightly coupled, the quality
of depth also indirectly demonstrate the motion accuracy.
7.5.1 Baseline and Ablations
Baselines: To fairly evaluate the task in jointly recovering depth and motion in the dy-
namic scenes, we compare our approach to the following two family of methods.
• Joint learning depth and flow methods: The recent progress in jointly monocular
depth and motion estimation methods provide competitative baselines in learning
monocular depth. These include approaches that jointly learn camera motion and
depth by assuming the scene is quasi-static [57, 75, 157] or additionally infer non-
rigid optical flow by assuming the scene is fully dynamic [60, 58, 59].
• Dynamic reconstruction methods: There are several dynamic reconstruction meth-
ods that recover the depth from two views [68, 68, 67] or multiple views [165, 166,
66]. All of these methods are optimization-based method and do not use learning.
Ablations: For monocular depth estimation, we also evaluate our intermediate results as
ablation for our method termed as following.
• Monocular-D: Our method trained using a single-view monocular depth estimation






















Figure 7.4: Qualitative visualization of results on KITTI raw test split. We visualize
the estimated optical flow, our initial monocular depth estimation (a), the optimized depth
(b) and the final refined depth (c). Our results show that using two-view optical flow as
optimization can recover more accurate geometry structure. There are some small issues
in some of the instance boundary after optimization, which can be fixed by the network
refinement.
• Optimized-D: The monocular depth optimized by iteratively Gauss-Newton method,
which is the result after the optimization stage in Section 7.3.2.
• Reweighted-D: The monocular depth after depth reweighting using output from the
Depth Reweighted Network. It is the final result of our method.
7.5.2 Results
Monocular depth estimation on KITTI [167] raw dataset: We evaluate our results
following the conventional depth estimation split as Eigen et al. [151]. Our quantita-
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Table 7.1: Quantitative evaluation about monocular depth estimation on KITTI
dataset All method use same the test split as Eigen et al. [151]. Baselines that use mul-
tiframe as input are highlighted with †. Baselines that tackle dynamic scenes as part of
the objective are higlighted with ‡. Our final result Reweighted-D outperform all baseline
methods and ablations in both self-supervised and semi-supervised learning setting.
rmse ↓ rmse log ↓ abs rel ↓ seq rel ↓ δ < 1.25 ↑ δ < 1.252 ↑ δ < 1.253 ↑
SFMLearner [57] † 6.856 0.283 0.208 1.768 0.678 0.885 0.957
Vid2Depth [157] 6.220 0.250 0.163 1.240 0.762 0.916 0.968
GeoNet [60] ‡ 6.090 0.247 0.164 1.303 0.765 0.919 0.968
Godard et al. [56] 5.927 0.247 0.148 1.344 0.803 0.922 0.964
DF-Net [58] ‡ 5.507 0.223 0.150 1.124 0.806 0.933 0.973
LK-Learner [75] 5.583 0.228 0.151 1.257 0.810 0.936 0.974
Ranjan et al. [59] †, ‡ 5.326 0.217 0.140 1.070 0.826 0.941 0.975
Using self-supervised depth
Monocular-D 5.301 0.219 0.117 1.057 0.840 0.933 0.969
Optimized-D 5.091 0.246 0.138 1.040 0.833 0.937 0.970
Reweighted-D 5.121 0.211 0.116 0.975 0.853 0.942 0.973
Using semi-supervised depth
Monocular-D 4.890 0.208 0.134 0.997 0.825 0.942 0.978
Optimized-D 4.586 0.231 0.114 0.891 0.866 0.946 0.975
Reweighted-D 4.514 0.178 0.103 0.799 0.883 0.958 0.983
Using DORN[152] depth
Monocular-D [152] 3.721 0.170 0.112 0.643 0.891 0.962 0.983
Optimized-D 3.759 0.230 0.119 0.755 0.886 0.952 0.975
Reweighted-D 3.494 0.153 0.091 0.538 0.915 0.969 0.986
tive comparison to learning monocular depth estimation methods is in Table 7.1 and to
classical dynamic reconstruction methods is in Table 7.2. Our final results outperform all
baselines and state-of-the-art methods trained semi-supervised as well as self-supervised.
Using semi-supervised learning can achieve the best performance in both scale-dependent
metrics and scale-invariant metrics. Fig. 7.4 shows additional qualitative examples.
Generalization to unseen videos: We apply the trained model on KITTI datasets directly
to the Cityscapes raw videos [168]. Fig. 7.5 visualizes two example frames of our results.
Despite the domain differences, our method can better generalize to unseen scenarios and







































Figure 7.5: Qualitative visualization of results on Cityscape [168]. We visualized the all
the detected instances, all the moving instances and the estimated optical flow. We compare
the results of our initial monocular depth estimation (a), the optimized depth (b) and the
final refined depth (c). All results are generated by network trained using KITTI data. Our
final results (c) show that our method can generalize to unseen videos well.
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Table 7.2: Quantitative comparison to existing monocular dynamic reconstruction
methods on KITTI dataset. Our approach in both self-supervised and semi-supervised
setting outperform the existing state-of-the-art dynamic reconstruction methods.
Use Learning Number of Views abs rel (MRE) ↓
Fragkiadaki et al. [165] No Multi-view 0.411
Akhter et al. [166] No Multi-view 0.409
Dai et al. [66] No Multi-view 0.390
Karsch et al. [154] Yes One-view 0.270
Russell et al. [155] No Two-view 0.196
Ranftl et al. [68] No Two-view 0.148
Kumar et al. [67] No Two-view 0.127
Ours self-supervised Yes Two-view 0.117
Ours semi-supervised Yes Two-view 0.103
7.6 Conclusion
We have presented a two-view monocular scene flow method by learning the optimized
depth using a single view monocular depth, optical flow, and instance segmentation. Our
experiments on real-world KITTI dataset and Cityscapes dataset demonstrate our method
can output more accurate depth estimation for geometric structures by leveraging motion-
parallax from a pair of monocular views.
We observe the success of the depth estimation relies on the quality of optical flow. If
the learned optical flow fails to generalize to particular scenarios, the optimized and refined
depth may get affected significantly. If the initial monocular depth estimation deviates too
much from the ground truth depth, the optimization may also fail to correct its residual.
The recall of the moving instance depends on the instance detection. One direction to
improve the current method is to push forward the generalization ability of monocular
depth, optical flow, and instance segmentation. Future work can also focus on extending
the current approach to multi-frame, which can enable a more robustly optimization to




There is rapid progress in computer vision in recent years. Our work in Chapter 4 [90]
published in 2016 was the state-of-art method in the KITTI scene flow benchmark [13],
taking 80 seconds to run per-frame. Now in July 2019, it is the 18th method in the metric
of overall accuracy on the same benchmark. Three methods with better accuracy on the
leaderboard can run per-frame within one second, two orders of magnitude faster than our
first approach. Such improvements are happening even more rapidly on some of the sub-
tasks, such as optical flow on SINTEL [96] and KITTI.
The major takeaway of fast progress is identifying the importance of learning in the
task. Deep learning using a massive amount of training data simplifies the traditional non-
linear optimization problem. Learning-base algorithms show the potential to effectively
regularize the dense output, particularly in the textureless or occluded regions, observed
from moving cameras with significant blur, sensor noise, and rapid motion. The forward
network inference is usually fast. All of these benefits indicate incorporating learning is a
promising direction to achieve fast, dense, and accurate scene flow.
However, vanilla image-based regression approaches suffer from its generalization abil-
ity to the unseen data. Recently there is a trend to incorporate traditional paradigm into
learning can build the network more data-efficiently, smaller, achieving better accuracy,
and generalizing better. It includes using cost-volume and pyramid matching in optical
flow [48] and stereo [108], using feedback [55, 136] and unrolled optimization [32, 143].
In this thesis, we target several different representations of scene flow and provide sev-
eral approaches to synthesize learning and optimization to solve scene flow problem. We
believe it can provide valuable insights and baselines for future work. In this chapter, we
will conclude our thesis with a summary of our contributions, discussing our limitations,
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and an outlook on the several essential problems for future work.
8.1 Summary of Contributions
Efficient Continuous Least-square Optimization of Planar Scene Flow: We represent
the dynamic 3D scene as a collection of rigidly moving planar segments and solve it purely
as least-square optimization in the continuous domain. With a high-quality correspondence,
we developed a novel initialization method to solve our nonlinear scene flow objective
using the least-square method progressively in an efficient way. The approach can also
potentially benefit from the current learning-based to provide faster, more accurate, dense
correspondences as initialization.
Learning Point-based Scene Flow: We propose to use rigidity as the representation to
disambiguate camera motion and scene motion. With the learned rigidity representation,
we can estimate camera motion using least-square as in the rigid region and projected
scene flow using computed 2D optical flow. We provide a new semi-synthetic dynamic
scene dataset for training and testing the rigidity network. We also include a new guideline
for dynamic scene evaluation regarding a large amount of dynamic motion in the scene.
Learning Instance Scene Flow with Unrolled Optimization: We provide a modern
synthesis of the classic inverse compositional algorithm for dense image alignment, which
can be used to solve rigid instance scene flow. Specifically, we unroll a robust version of the
inverse compositional algorithm as several learnable models, which can be trained end-to-
end using data. Our method can achieve better accuracy than traditional image alignment
methods or image-based regression method and cope well with challenging scenarios with
noisy measurements and heavy occlusions.
Learning to Recover Monocular Instance Scene Flow: We propose the first learnable
approach that can simultaneously recover depth, 6DoF camera motion, and instance mo-
tion in a dynamic scenario. Our method leverages motion-parallax, via jointly estimating
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monocular scene flow using an integration of least-square optimization and learning, which
ensure the motion and geometry consistency across views. Our evaluation shows the pro-
posed method can benefit from the progress in monocular depth and flow estimation while
outperforming them with the synthesis of learning and optimization.
Publications: This cumulative thesis comprises three full-length first-author publications
[90, 146, 169] published in top-tier computer vision conferences and one work ready for
submission. All of the publications are joint work with the co-authors, listed as the follow-
ing.
• Zhaoyang Lv, Chris Beall, Pablo F Alcantarilla, Fuxin Li, Zsolt Kira, Frank Del-
laert, A Continuous Optimization Approach for Efficient and Accurate Scene Flow,
European Conference on Computer Vision, 2016
• Zhaoyang Lv, Kihwan Kim, Alejandro Troccoli, Deqing Sun, James M Rehg, Jan
Kautz, Learning Rigidity in Dynamic Scenes with a Moving Camera for 3D Motion
Field Estimation, European Conference on Computer Vision, 2018
• Zhaoyang Lv, Frank Dellaert, James M Rehg, Andreas Geiger, Taking a Deeper
Look at the Inverse Compositional Algorithm, IEEE Conference on Computer Vision
and Pattern Recognition, 2019
• Zhaoyang Lv, Kihwan Kim, Alejandro Troccoli, Deqing Sun, James M Rehg, Jan
Kautz, Learning to Recover Monocular Depth and Scene Flow from Rigid Moving
Scenes, Ready for Submission
Open-sourced Softwares and Dataset: This thesis also contributes to several open source
softwares and dataset. Click the bold item for the hyperlink.
• Learning rigidity: The source code for Chapter 5.
• Learning Inverse Composition: . The source code for Chapter 6.
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• RefRESH toolkit: We use this Blender tool to create the RefRESH dataset in Chap-
ter 5 and the MovingObject3D in Chapter 6. The RefRESH dataset is also released
under the same link.
• GTSAM and Mini-SAM: Both are least-square optimization libraries. GTSAM was
actively developed as the backend optimization for Chapter 4. Mini-SAM achieves
similarly functionalities as GTSAM with more flexible support for both CPU and
GPU optimization.
8.2 Experimental Insights
The combination of learning and optimization: We find deep learning and optimization
are both effective tools in studying scene flow. On the one hand, deep learning can effi-
ciently cope with ill-posed regularization in a complex problem using a massive amount of
data. On the other hand, when a well-conditioned least-square problem is identified, solve
it using the second-order method such as Gauss-Newton is accurate and fast. This thesis
has explored several directions to synthesize optimization and learning. In Chapter 5, we
learn scene flow as a dense nonrigid correspondence problem, and we use the rigidity mask
as the representation to segment the region for the rigid camera motion. Solving camera
motion as least-square optimization in the rigid region is well conditioned, fast, and gener-
ate accurate results. In Chapter 6 and Chapter 7, we leverage the instance segmentation to
help us recognizing and locating rigid instances. Given the rigid region, we tackle them as
a joint optimization of depth and motion.
Integrating learning into optimization: Solving the nonlinear least-square problem also
require regularization extensively. The gradient-based optimization problem can be un-
rolled as a differentiable computational graph, and we can replace the hand-crafted regu-
larization with learnable parameters. We provide a more in-depth look at the photometric
alignment in Chapter 6 and geometric alignment in Chapter 7, which can potentially ad-
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dress a broader family of optimization problems.
Leveraging top-down and bottom-up segmentation: This thesis extensively leverages
grouping and segmentation as middle-level representation. Improving the quality of seg-
mentation using either top-down or bottom-up information are long-standing tasks in com-
puter vision. Using appropriate segmentation can significantly simplify the complexity in
the problem and helps us to identify the regions that can be solved via least-square opti-
mization. The success of our learning-based algorithms highly depends on robustly identi-
fying the rigid regions through segmentation. It applies to both the methods in Chapter 5
using bottom-up rigid rigidity segmentation and in Chapter 7 using instance segmentation.
Failing to recall the nonrigid region or the moving instances will significantly impact iden-
tifying the moving regions, which has been the biggest limitation of the work in this thesis.
Meanwhile, there are extensive approaches that focus on improving the diversity of seg-
mentation [170] as well as quality. It will be worthwhile to keep exploring the suitable
segmentation representation for the scene flow task.
8.3 Future work
In this thesis, we presented the preliminary explorations into efficient dense scene flow us-
ing different representations with a synthesis of learning and optimization. Towards faster
and more accurate dense scene flow, future work can exploit multi-frame information, scene
understanding, weakly supervised labels, and more expressive subspace representation.
Multi-frames scene flow: This thesis primarily focuses on solving scene flow from two
perspective views. Much of the efforts in two-view scene flow has to deal with the natural
uncertainty in perspective depth, noisy measurement per frame, and the occlusion prob-
lem. Although solving these challenges are essential for dense scene flow representation,
the algorithm can be potentially more efficient to address them by incorporating more than
two-frame information. Exploiting multi-frame information has been proved to be help-
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ful in scene flow [16, 28] as well as optical flow [163, 171, 164]. Potential directions
include: (1) exploring frame-to-model scene flow estimation which is closely relevant to
dynamic reconstruction [4, 6]; (2) extending Chapter 7 to multi-frame using window-based
bundle-adjustment; (3) unroll multi-frame bundle-adjustment as extension to Chapter 6.
A fundamental challenge to the multi-frame scene flow is the trade-off between inference
speed and accuracy, where a deeper understanding of integrating learning and optimization
will play an important role.
Close the loop of scene understanding and scene flow: Semantic labels can provide the
top-down regularization on the scene. It can separate the static scene from potential moving
scenes. It can also categorize the moving objects into a complete rigid object, articulated
object, or fully deformable objects. Semantic or instance ROI is also useful information
to achieve foveation in human perception, which may enable lower latency interaction. In
Chapter 7, we have shown one approach to recover depth and motion using instance seg-
mentation accurately. Faster and more accurate scene flow can also provide more reliable
cross-frame data association for scene understanding. One challenge in closed-loop inte-
gration of semantic knowledge and scene flow is the data. While increasing spatial labels
are available [172, 173], most of the existing data are for the purely static scenes and par-
ticular class, e.g. humans and vehicles. Establishing dynamic scene datasets and exploring
the integration of the two tasks will be an essential direction to go.
Towards weakly-supervised learning: Creating large-scale scene flow dataset with su-
pervision requires efforts and new thinking to be scalable. In Chapter 5, we explored RE-
FRESH as one approach, which can be enhanced using 3D reconstruction with semantic
information with larger quantities [172] or photo-realistic quality [174]. The recent work
in knowledge distillation shows remarkable performance to handle unlabeled videos, as
shown in the task of optical flow [164]. Future work can similarly explore distilling the
knowledge of the current supervised, trained model to dynamic scenes in the wild.
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Exploiting the subspace of Dense 3D motions: In this thesis, we have studied scene
flow as planar motion in Chapter 4 and rigid instance motion in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7.
All of these approaches cannot apply to the general video scenes as Chapter 5 in which
we represent the dynamic motion simply as dense 3D motion vectors. A generalizable
underlying representation has not been well exploited. The importance of understanding
the subspace of geometry and motion has been widely acknowledged in optical flow[175],
depth estimation [160] and human modeling [72]. Learning and optimization the subspace
of dense scene flow may bring the opportunity for faster and more accurate solutions.
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